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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a process that allows printed (type written, 

printout as well as handwritten) text to be recognized optically and converted in to 

machine-readable code that can be accepted by a computer for further processing.   

Technically, OCR comprises procedures such as scanning documents by scanning 

devices (handheld or flatbed scanner), segmenting each character in the scanned 

document, extracting features of a character (which may help to differentiate the 

character from others), and match these features to the ones already stored to identify the 

character (Genovese, 1970; Gray, 1977). 

 

The identified/recognized results are then electronically transferred into the domain that 

uses them directly for further processing or it can be placed directly into other programs 

such as spreadsheets, databases and word processors. 

 

The text input is captured either online (at the time of writing) or offline (from documents 

after the writing is completed).  Each character is recognized as it is being written in the 

online case and the preferred input device for this process is an electronic tablet with a 

stylus pen (Negussie, 2000).  Online recognition uses dynamic writing information: the 

number of strokes, the order of strokes, and the direction of stroke creation in order to 
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extract and identify the strokes of each character. Offline data capturing is usually 

performed by optical scanning.  And an optical image scanner is often used to convert the 

image of writing in to a bit pattern.  The result will be stored in a file of picture elements 

called pixels.  These pixels have values OFF (0) or ON (1) for binary images.  At a 

typical sampling resolution of 300 dpi (dots per inch), an 8.5 by 11 inch page would yield 

an image of 2550 x 3300 pixels.  This image takes up to 8.4 Megabits of memory 

(Negussie, 2000; Dereje, 1999). 

 

Investigation into the techniques of OCR started relatively early in the field of pattern 

recognition. It dates back almost to that of the history of computer (Simon, 1992). The 

concept was introduced and got recognition after Taushbeck and Handel obtained a 

patent on OCR in 1929 in Germany and in 1933 in the US respectively  (Mori et al., 

1992).  During the early days of OCR, standards that aimed at standardizing the character 

set, the type of paper used, the ink and character positions were developed to help guide 

automatic document processing. Despite this effort, the idea of a machine that reads 

characters and numerals remained a dream until the 1950s (Mori et al., 1992).   

 

Modern OCR technology is said to have been born in 1951 with the invention of   

GISMO - A Robot Reader Writer (Srihari & Lam, 1996). The technology since its 

conception has shown development despite its focus on limited language characters and 

much effort was vested on the recognition of typed and machine printed characters. 

Despite the challenge, there has been strong market demand for OCR products (Mori et 

al., 1992). In response to the demand, a lot of successes have been reported in the area 
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since the 1950s and hundreds of OCR systems are commercially available today. 

Furthermore, unlike the early times, when OCR systems were considered exotic and 

futuristic being used only by government agencies and large corporations, today, due to 

less expensive electronic components and extensive research, OCR systems are less 

expensive, faster, and more reliable (Srihari & Lam, 1996). 

 

These systems can be grouped into two basic categories: task specific readers and general 

purpose page readers. A task specific reader handles only specific document types. Some 

of the most common task specific readers read bank check, letter mail, or credit card slip. 

General-purpose page readers are designed to handle a broader range of documents such 

as business letters, technical writings and newspapers. They recognize handwritten, 

machine printed and typed scripts of different languages (Srihari & Srihari, 1996; Hull et 

al., 1984). 

 

These OCR systems provide a tremendous opportunity especially in handling repetitive, 

boring, labor-intensive, error prone, and time consuming processes for human beings. 

Postal mail sorting according to destination addresses, bank check processing, bill 

processing, keying in data to the computer, etc belong to this category. The tasks can be 

performed with computers in a stable manner. If programmed correctly, a computer can 

perform a routine activity with a very high efficiency and effectiveness relative to a 

human being (Green, 1993).  
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The Multiline Optical Character Reader (MLOCR) used by the United States Postal 

Service, for example, recognizes up to 400 fonts and can process up to 45,000 mail pieces 

per hour. An Airline ticket reader also scans up to 260,000 tickets per day and achieves a 

sorting rate of 17 tickets per second. Applications such as letter mail reading have 

throughput rates of 12 letters per second with error rates less than 2% (Srihari & Lam, 

1996). 

 

In order to increase accuracy and capability of the OCR system different pre- processing 

such as noise removal, form removal, skew detection and correction, and post-processing 

algorithms such as spellchecker and other semantic approaches are also applied.  Thus, 

deriving a useful recognition system requires the development and integration of many 

subsystems such as noise reduction, character segmentation, feature extraction, and spell 

checking and semantic approaches. 

 

There are many factors affecting OCR system. Some of them include: the mode of 

writing, the condition of the input page, the printing process, the quality of paper, the 

presence of extraneous markings, and the resolution and quality of scanning (Dereje, 

1999). 

 

Handwritten text recognition has also been an area of research for a long period of time 

especially in limited problem domains, such as, bank check reading and mail sorting. 

Unlike machine printed and typed scripts, handwritten character recognition is extremely 

challenging due to the great variability in handwriting styles, handwriting instruments, 
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etc (Mori et al., 1992; The Pattern Recognition Group, 1997). To overcome such 

problems different constraints were imposed on the size of the lexicon, the type of 

handwriting and the number of writers. In addition, different approaches and techniques 

either in isolation, or in combination have been tried to address the problem. 

 

1.2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

To exploit the potential of OCR technology, most countries in Europe, Far East Asia, 

Americans, etc. have been undertaking research as to the application of OCR technology 

to their own native language. These days OCR systems can read a variety of documents 

written in languages such as Latin, Japanese, Chinese, Hindu, Arabic, Swedish, Russian, 

Tibetan and the like (Million, 2000).  

 

Studies in the application of OCR techniques to Amharic characters have started recently 

at the School of Information Studies for Africa (SISA), AAU.  In 1997, Worku conducted 

research on the application of OCR techniques to the Amharic characters.  The scope of 

Worku’s work was adopting segmentation and recognition algorithms to the 33 base 

characters and their six forms of the Amharic characters.  His character recognition took 

in to consideration the normal typestyle of WashRa font with 12-point font size. He 

developed an algorithm, which for the main test (laser printouts of text with normal 

typestyle of WashRa font, 12 point font size) registered 97.31% accuracy  (Worku, 

1997). 
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As a continuation of Worku's effort, Ermias (1998) further performed a research work on 

the recognition of formatted Amharic text in accordance with Worku’s recommendation. 

The purpose of the research was to incorporate pre-processing techniques to previously 

adopted recognition algorithm so as to enable it recognize formatted Amharic texts. As 

documents written in the Amharic characters come in various font sizes, underline style, 

and have italics feature, Ermias adopted pre-processing algorithms for thinning italicized 

style and underline detection and removal. He incorporated the thinning and underline 

removal algorithms with the previously adopted recognition algorithm to test the 

performance of the system (Ermias, 1998).  

 

Dereje (1999) has also attempted to further work a research in the area with the aim of 

improving the Amharic OCR by enabling it recognize typewritten Amharic text. Based 

on his findings, Dereje mainly recommended that in order to enhance the recognition 

accuracy of Amharic OCR system, it is important to adopt recognition algorithms that are 

not very sensitive to the features of the writing styles of characters.  

 

In 2000, Million conducted research on the area with the aim to investigate and extract 

the attributes of Amharic characters so as to generalize the previously adopted 

recognition algorithm handle the different typefaces of Amharic characters (Million, 

2000).  

 

By the same year, Negussie (2000) had investigated the recognition of handwritten 

Amharic legal amounts of bank checks, the purpose of which is to investigate the 
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application of OCR system approaches employed for other characters. He used artificial 

neural network as a tool for recognition and prediction.   

 

As indicated above, all research activities in the area are dependent on the font size 

and/or other quantitative parameters, which pose impractical restrictions on the format of 

the text.  

 

This study is, therefore, the continuation of research activities done so far with the aim to 

explore the Amharic OCR development approaches, techniques and methodologies and 

to come up with a versatile algorithm that is independent of the font size and other 

quantitative parameters of Amharic characters. 

 

1.3. JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

Nowadays the need for the use of Information Technology (IT) in information storage, 

processing and retrieval is becoming unquestionable.  In this regard, the task of 

converting the existing written information in to machine-readable form is a potential 

area of research in OCR of Amharic characters. 

 

There are many potential applications of OCR systems. To mention some of them:  

• to facilitate storage and retrieval 

• to save space 

• to make some modifications on the text 

• to electronically preserve irreplaceable materials 
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• to help the blind to read, that is once the text is recognized it could be printed 

using Braille printer. 

• to facilitate office automation. 

 

Ethiopia is the first country in sub-Saharan Africa to have produced a written literature of 

its own. The oldest of the inscriptions to have been found in Ethiopia dates back to the 5
th

 

century B.C. (Gerard, 1981; Pilaszewicz, 1985; Ferenc, 1985; Mantel, 1985). Since 

Amharic is the working language of most institutions in Ethiopia (especially after it is 

declared in the constitution of 1965 article 125 as the official language (Ferguson, 1969)), 

a bulk of printed Amharic texts have been circulating among governmental, non-

governmental and private sectors, including information centres, libraries, museums, etc.  

Thus, the country can take share of these advantages by developing an Amharic OCR 

system as the country is endowed with countless historical, cultural and other documents 

written using Amharic characters. 

 

Due to the trend of IT, and the reasons mentioned earlier, converting Amharic documents 

in to electronic format is needed.  In order to convert the text on these documents the 

conventional way is typing through the keyboard, which is not only time consuming, 

error-prone, and tedious but also impossible in view of the magnitude of documents.  The 

problem of typing in to computers is even worse for Amharic characters where typing 

each character needs two keystrokes on average.  This emphasizes the importance and 

tremendous need for an Amharic OCR that is capable of recognizing characters. Thus, if 
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automation of documents is needed an OCR software is the preferred means for 

converting existing documents in to machine-readable form. 

 

1.4. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1.4.1. General Objective 

The general objective of this study is to explore the various OCR development 

approaches, techniques, and methodologies and to investigate the possibilities of adopting 

and/or developing algorithms for Amharic character recognition. 

1.4.2. Specific Objectives 

In order to achieve the general objective of this study, the following specific objectives 

are drawn. 

• To study the different characteristics of Amharic characters. 

• To review literature on different algorithms and techniques that are employed 

for recognition activities in OCR. 

• To select an appropriate recognition algorithm for the development of a 

prototype of Amharic OCR system.  

• To develop a program of the selected algorithms using Microsoft Visual C++. 

• To adopt an appropriate neural network algorithm for the recognition of 

Amharic script documents.  

• To prepare training and test data sets required for neural network. 

• To test the performance of the program with Amharic documents.  

• To forward recommendations for further study. 
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1.5. METHODS 

To undertake this research work, the following techniques have been used. 

1.5.1. Review of Literature 

Related literature from different sources (books, journals, Internet, etc.) is reviewed to 

understand the OCR technology, its development tools, techniques, procedures and 

methodologies and the characteristics of Amharic characters.  Related literatures in the 

area of character recognition and machine learning systems in general, and Amharic OCR 

in particular are reviewed. 

1.5.2. Development and/or Adoption of Pattern Extraction Algorithms 

Prototyping approach was used in the course of developing the Amharic OCR system.  

To extract patterns from primitive structures of Amharic characters algorithms were 

developed. 

1.5.3. Design and Development of Character Database 

Numbers are assigned to Amharic characters and a database was developed to store 

characters with their corresponding numeric codes.  

 

1.5.4. Neural Network Model Building 

BrainMaker neural network software was used for training and recognition of patterns 

extracted from primitive structures of Amharic characters. This is because: 
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• BrainMaker is fully licensed software that incorporates the basic neural network 

tools. 

• BrainMaker is easily accessible. 

• Evaluation versions of other neural network softwares downloaded from the 

Internet had limitations such as expiry date problem and less number of input 

nodes than the required. 

 

Different models were built using BrainMaker and the best model is selected based on 

predictive capacity on new characters. 

1.5.5. Testing 

 
Testing was done on the collected materials.  Neural network (BrainMaker) was trained 

with different data sets. Different Amharic documents scripted with VG2000 Agazian 

font type of font sizes 8, 12, and 14 were used during testing. 

 

1.6. SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

This study is the continuation of previous works in the area. The main purpose is to 

improve the performance of recognition accuracy by adopting an approach that is not 

sensitive to different font sizes. As there is no previously well-formed algorithm, much 

time was exerted on developing an algorithm for the experimentation of the approach. 

Because of time constraint, slant primitives of Amharic characters were not considered in 

this study. To test the developed algorithm VG2000 Agazian font of various sizes were 

considered in the training and test set.   
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1.7. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

The thesis is organized in to five chapters.  The first chapter of the thesis includes the 

background, the statement of the problem and its justification. It also includes the 

objectives of the study, and discusses the methodology used to accomplish the research.    

 

The second chapter discusses about the basic methods of preprocessing techniques of 

character images. Different pattern recognition techniques reviewed from literature are 

also discussed. 

 

The third chapter discusses about the nature and characteristics of the Amharic writing 

system and reviews the different approaches used so far to develop an OCR system for 

the Amharic characters. 

 

Chapter four deals with details of the experimentation performed to test the performance 

of the Amharic OCR system developed in the present research work. 

 

Based on the results of the experiment, the last chapter (chapter five) presents the 

conclusion and recommendations of the research.      
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF OCR SYSTEM 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is motivated by the need to 

cope with the enormous flood of documents such as bank checks, commercial forms, 

government records, credit card imprints and posted letters. Cultural considerations and 

the rapid development of computer hardware have focused the attention of many 

researchers all over the world (Lee, 1997). Over the last few years, research on character 

recognition has steadily increased (Negussie, 2000). 

 

In this chapter different preprocessing techniques of OCR systems are discussed. The 

most commonly used pattern recognition techniques, of which character recognition is 

one discipline, are also presented with special emphasis on structural/ syntactic 

techniques and artificial neural networks.   

 

2.2. BASIC METHODS OF PREPROCESSING  

In this section the most widely used preprocessing techniques of image data has been 

dealt. Their relevance to pattern recognition lies in their ability to make the raw input data 

palatable to the recognition process. Digitization, segmentation, size normalization, 

thinning, image restoration, slant correction and others belong to the preprocessing stage 

of the overall recognition engine.   
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2.2.1. Digitization 

It is described that Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the process of converting 

scanned images of machine printed or handwritten text (numerals, letters, and symbols), 

in to a computer processable format. Paper documents, which are an inherently analog 

medium, can be converted into digital form by a process of scanning and digitization. 

This process yields a digital image. Thus, the first phase in character recognition process 

is digitization (Srihari & Lam, 1996).  

 

Scanners are capable of producing image representation in a variety of formats. One of 

the most common of these is the bit map (.BMP) format. A scanned image is represented 

as an 8-bit per pixel or 256 level gray scale. This has to be converted to a 1-bit per pixel 

or monochrome to be used with the other preprocessing and recognition techniques that 

follow (Pandya & Macy, 1996).     

 

2.2.2. Segmentation 

Worku (1997) described segmentation as a process of separation of an image into regions 

that contain pixel groups that are similar in value. Segmentation is the most important 

part of the recognition system and should be given due consideration (Million, 2000).  

 

There are basically two commonly used segmentation algorithms: stage by stage and 

recursive segmentation. In stage by stage algorithm a character is segmented in three 

steps: line segmentation, word segmentation, and character segmentation. Recursive 

segmentation is an approach that merges segmentation and recognition together. It is said 
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to be convenient for characters of connected nature (Dereje, 1999). This topic is covered 

in previous works and for further reading refer Worku (1997), Berhanu (1999), and 

Dereje (1999).     

 

2.2.3. Thinning 

Thinning is an important approach to representing the shape of a plane region. The 

objective of thinning is to reduce the representation of a region to a chain of single pixel 

width while preserving all other relevant features (Pandya & Macy, 1996).   

 

Hilditch, one of the originators of thinning, determined four conditions necessary for 

thinning to occur (Mori et al, 1999): 

1. Thinness. The thinned line’s width must be one pixel. 

2. Position. The thinned line must lie along the center of the original line. 

3. Connectivity. The thinned line must keep the connectivity of the original line. 

4. Stability. At each step of the thinning process the thinned line cannot be 

eroded away from its end points. 

 

Mori et al. (1999) roughly classified algorithms on thinning as two kinds: sequential and 

parallel. In general sequential algorithms are good at preserving continuity, and parallel 

algorithms are good at bringing the thinned line nearly to the center of the line.  
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2.2.4. Size Normalization 

Image normalization is the process of enlarging and shrinking an image size. As Pandya 

and Macy (1996) described the usefulness of size normalization is to scale the input 

image to a manageable size for the recognizer and for subsequent preprocessor stages. 

The amount of normalization is application specific. In the context of character 

recognition problem, experiments have shown that a 16X16 representation is sufficient to 

preserve the shape of the input image (Pandya & Macy, 1996; Berhanu, 1999).  

 

2.2.5. Slant correction 

Negussie (2000) noted that slant is the position of the image with respect to the vertical 

line. He used slant correction technique with the aim to normalize a handwritten word 

and/or character with a slant of zero to the vertical. Slant normalization is, therefore, 

essential for recognition especially for highly slanted characters.  

 

Negussie (2000) discussed the two principal approaches for estimating the slant of a 

word: the projection method and the chain code method. To find out the average slant of 

words, the projection method looks for the greatest positive derivative in all of the slanted 

histograms computed. Once the average slant has been found, the image is corrected 

through a shear transformation method. On the other hand, the chain code method 

estimates the average slant of characters in a word or in a line using the chain code of the 

border pixels. The detailed techniques used to implement slant normalization are briefly 

discussed by Negussie (2000).  
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2.3. PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES 

The primary goal of pattern recognition is classification. Pattern recognition/ 

classification is expected to perform one of the following two tasks (Jain et al., 1999; 

Pandya & Macy, 1996):  

(i) Supervised classification (e.g., discriminant analysis), where given pattern has 

to be identified as a member of already known or predefined class. Classes are 

defined by the system designer. 

(ii) Unsupervised classification (e.g., clustering), where a pattern needs to be 

assigned to a so far unknown class of patterns. Classes are learned based on 

the similarity of patterns. 

 

Character recognition has long been a research interest because it is a crucial component 

of an intelligent man-machine system. A variety of techniques have been proposed or 

implemented by researchers from worldwide (Pandya & Macy, 1996; Looney, 1997; Jain 

et al., 1999). The most commonly used techniques are:  

(i) Template matching 

(ii) Statistical classification 

(iii) Syntactic or structural matching 

(iv) Neural networks 

(v) Hybrid Approach 

 

Jain et al. (1999) briefly described and summarized the comparison of each of these 

approaches as below in Table 2.1. 
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 Approach Representation Recognition function Typical criterion 

Template matching Samples, pixels, curves Correlation, distance 

measure 

Classification error 

Statistical Features Discriminant function Classification error 

Syntactic or structural Primitives Rules, grammar Acceptance error 

Neural networks Samples, pixels, curves Network function Mean square error 

Table 2.1.   Comparison of pattern recognition techniques.  

 

2.3.1. Template Matching Approach 

Template matching, or matrix matching, is one of the most common classification 

methods. Jain et al. (1999) described template matching as a generic operation in pattern 

recognition which is used to determine the similarity between two entities (point, curves 

or shapes) of the same type. In template matching approach of character recognition, 

individual image pixels are used as features (Srihari & Lam, 1996).  

 

Classification is performed by comparing an input character image with a set of stored 

templates (or prototypes) from each character class (Srihari & Lam, 1996; Jain et al., 

1999). Each comparison results in a similarity measure between the input character and 

the template. The similarity measure, often a correlation, may be optimized based on the 

available training set. One measure increases the amount of similarity when a pixel in the 

observed character is identical to the same pixel in the template image. If the pixels differ 

the measure of similarity may be decreased. After all templates have been compared with 

the observed character image, the character's identity is assigned as the identity of the 

most similar template (Srihari & Lam, 1996).  
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Template matching is computationally demanding, but the availability of faster 

processors has now made this approach more feasible. Although template matching 

approach is effective in some application domains, it has a number of disadvantages. For 

instance, it will fail if the patterns are distorted due to the imaging process, view-point 

change, or large intra-class variations among the patterns (Jain et al., 1999).  

 

2.3.2. Statistical Approach   

Statistical methods use a set of characteristic measurements usually called global features 

extracted from characters by partitioning the feature space (Lee, 1997). Each character is 

represented in terms of d features or measurements and is viewed as a point in a d 

dimensional space (Jain et al., 1999). Pattern recognition, thus, involves choosing 

features that allow pattern vectors belonging to different categories to occupy compact 

and disjoint regions in a d-dimensional feature space.  

 

The effectiveness of the feature set is determined by how well patterns from different 

classes can be separated. Given a set of training patterns from each class, the objective is 

to establish decision boundaries in the feature space which separate patterns belonging to 

different classes. In the statistical decision theoretic approach, the decision boundaries are 

determined by the probability distributions of the patterns belonging to each class, which 

must be either specified or learned (Jain et al., 1999).    

 

Decision-making in this case is performed using appropriate discriminant functions 

which are scalar function of pattern x. Thus, this discipline is also referred to as the 
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Decision Theoretic Approach since it utilizes decision functions to partition in the pattern 

space. Regions in the pattern space enclosed by these boundaries provided by the 

decision functions are labeled as individual classes (Pandya & Macy 1996).  

 

Generally, in applications involving patterns that can be represented meaningfully, using 

vector notations the statistical approach is ideal. However, this approach lacks a suitable 

formalism for handling pattern structures and their relationships (Pandya & Macy 1996). 

 

2.3.3. The Syntactic or Structural Approach 

The word syntactic is an adjective that pertains to the noun sentence that is known from 

the English grammar (Looney, 1997). This approach is, therefore, analogous to how a 

language is formed. The building blocks in any language are a set of alphabets. These 

alphabets are the fundamental units that characterize the language. These units are 

combined to form words and a meaningful grouping of words form sentences (Mori et 

al., 1999; Jain et al., 1999). 

Thus a syntactic pattern recognition problem can be formulated based on the assumption 

that the objects in a population have features that can be put in to a one-to-one 

correspondence with the letters, or terminals, in an alphabet Z (Looney, 1997). Then each 

pattern can be considered to be a sentence in Z* (the set of all strings over Z). An 

alphabet is a finite set Z of symbols, called letters and can be designated by a, b, c, and 

so on. A string over Z is a finite ordered list of letters from Z that is formed as follows 

(Looney, 1997):  
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(i) letters from Z may be concatenated─ that is, placed side by side horizontally; 

(ii) any letter in Z may be used any number of times; 

(iii) other strings may be concatenated;  

(iv) the empty string ∅ that consists of no letters is also a valid string.    

The length of a string x, usually denoted by |x|, is the number of letters it contains, and 

can vary from one string to another in a language. A language over the alphabet Z is any 

subset L ⊂ Z* of sentences, where Z* is the set of all strings (sentences) over the 

alphabet Z (Looney, 1997). 

Looney (1997) and Berhanu (1999) defined a grammar of a language as a tuplet      

G=(Z, V, S, P) where, 

Z: is an alphabet of letters or a set of primitives (e.g. words),  

V: is an auxiliary alphabet of letter-valued variables (e.g. verb, adjective), 

S: is the start variable or root from V (e.g. sentence), and 

P: is a set of production rules that determines the construction of sentences, 

which includes intermediate strings composed of letters and letter-valued 

variables (e.g. phrase, clause). 

The rules provide a means of constructing strings from letters (from Z) and letter-valued 

variables (from Z). S must be used to start any such string. A sentence cannot contain any 

letter-valued variables from V, so they must all be replaced with letters in intermediate 

strings according to rules in P.   
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In recognition problem where the structure of a pattern plays an important role, a 

meaningful recognition scheme can be established only if the various important 

components are identified, and their structure with the relationships among them are 

adequately represented (Pandya & Macy 1996). The syntactic or structural approach can 

be used for representing hierarchical structural information in terms of simpler sub 

patterns recursively.  

The key idea in structural and syntactic pattern recognition is the representation of 

patterns by means of symbolic data structures such as strings, trees, and graphs. In order 

to recognize an unknown pattern, its symbolic representation is compared with a number 

of prototypes stored in a database (Olszewski, 2001). 

 

In many recognition problems involving complex patterns, it is appropriate to adopt a 

hierarchical perspective where a pattern is viewed as being composed of simple sub-

patterns which are themselves built from yet simpler sub-patterns. The simplest 

elementary sub-patterns to be recognized are called primitives and the given complex 

pattern is represented in terms of the interrelationships between these primitives. In 

syntactic pattern recognition, a formal analogy is drawn between the structure of patterns 

and the syntax of a language. The patterns are viewed as sentences belonging to a 

language, primitives are viewed as the alphabet of the language, and the sentences are 

generated according to a grammar. Thus, a large collection of complex patterns can be 

described by a small number of primitives and grammatical rules. The grammar for each 

pattern class must be inferred from the available training samples (Jain et al., 1999). 
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Structural pattern recognition is intuitively appealing because, in addition to 

classification, this approach also provides a description of how the given pattern is 

constructed from the primitives. This paradigm has been used in situations where the 

patterns have a definite structure, which can be captured in terms of a set of rules. The 

implementation of syntactic approach, however, leads to many difficulties which 

primarily have to do with segmentation of noisy patterns (to detect the primitives) and the 

inference of the grammar from training data. Thus it demands large training sets and very 

large computational efforts (Jain et al., 1999).   

 

Structural pattern recognition, sometimes referred to as syntactic pattern recognition due 

to its origins in formal language theory, relies on syntactic grammars to discriminate 

among data from different groups based upon the morphological interrelationships (or 

interconnections) present within the data (Looney, 1997).  

 

Structural methods express characters as compositions of structural primitives such as 

lines, curves, and loops and then identify the characters by matching representations of its 

primitives with those of a reference character, or by parsing the representations according 

to sets of syntactic rules. These methods are more tolerant of irregularities than the 

statistical methods (Lee, 1997).  

   

Structural pattern recognition systems have proven to be effective for data which contain 

an inherent, identifiable organization such as image data (which is organized by location 

within a visual rendering) and time series data (which is organized by time). The 
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useful-ness of structural pattern recognition systems, however, is limited as a 

consequence of fundamental complications associated with the implementation of the 

description and classification tasks (Olszewski, 2001). 

 

The description task of a structural pattern recognition system is difficult to implement 

because there is no general solution for extracting structural features, commonly called 

primitives, from data. The lack of a general approach for extracting primitives puts 

designers of structural pattern recognition systems in an awkward position: feature 

extractors are necessary to identify primitives in the data, and yet there is no established 

methodology for deciding which primitives to extract. 

 

The result is that feature extractors for structural pattern recognition systems are 

developed to extract either the simplest and most generic primitives possible or the 

domain- and application specific primitives that best support the subsequent classification 

task.  

 

The difficulties associated with making the syntactic approach work for practical 

problems has been outlined by Jain et al. (1999).  

(i) It is difficult to identify a comprehensive set of primitive patterns.  

(ii) It is difficult to find a grammar which generates all and the only valid strings.  

(iii) It is not possible to utilize context in the well defined framework of context 

free grammars.  

(iv) The syntax analysis is slow. 
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2.3.4. The Neural Network Approach 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that is 

inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, process information. 

The key element of this paradigm is the novel structure of the information processing 

system. It is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements 

(neurons) working in unison to solve specific problems. ANNs, like people, learn by 

example. An ANN is configured for a specific application, such as pattern recognition or 

data classification, through a learning process. Learning in biological systems involves 

adjustments to the synaptic connections that exist between the neurons. This is true of 

ANNs as well (Stergiou & Siganos, 2002). 

 

2.3.4.1. The Biological Neural System 

Much is still unknown about how the brain trains itself to process information, so theories 

abound. In the human brain, a typical neuron collects signals from others through a host 

of fine structures called dendrites. The neuron sends out spikes of electrical activity 

through a long, thin stand known as an axon, which splits into thousands of branches. At 

the end of each branch, a structure called a synapse converts the activity from the axon 

into electrical effects that inhibit or excite activity from the axon into electrical effects 

that inhibit or excite activity in the connected neurons. When a neuron receives excitatory 

input that is sufficiently large compared with its inhibitory input, it sends a spike of 

electrical activity down its axon. Learning occurs by changing the effectiveness of the 
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synapses so that the influence of one neuron on another changes (Stergiou & Siganos, 

2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.     Components of a biological neuron. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.     The Synapse. 
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2.3.4.2. From Biological Neural Network to ANN 

Neural network simulations appear to be a recent development. However this field was 

established before the advent of computers. The first artificial neuron was produced in 

1943 by the neurophysiologist Warren McCulloch and the logician Walter Pitts (Looney, 

1997; Taylor, 1995; Stergiou & Siganos, 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3.     The McCulloch-Pitts neural model. Adapted from: Looney (1997). 

 

The above figure shows a model of a biological neuron according to what was then 

“known” about neurons. The input values of 1 (excitors) and –1 (inhibitors) for the Xn 

were thought to be analogous to the synaptic inputs, and an output of either 1 or –1 for y 

was activated depending upon whether or not the sum s of inputs exceeded the threshold 

value of T (Looney, 1997). 
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The input lines were called synaptic inputs, and inputs lead to the activation of an output 

y. However, this model contained no mechanism for learning other than setting the 

threshold. Wj denotes the multiplicative weight (synaptic strength) connecting the j
th

 

input to the neuron. T is the neuron threshold value, which needs to be exceeded by the 

weighted sum of inputs for the neuron to fire (Looney, 1997).   

2.3.4.3. Why Neural Networks are Used? 

Neural networks, with their remarkable ability to derive meaning from complicated or 

imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns and detect trends that are too complex to 

be noticed by either humans or other computer techniques. A trained neural network can 

be thought of as an “expert” in the category of information it has been given to analyze. 

This expert can then be used to provide projections given new situations of interest and 

answer “what if” questions (Stergiou & Siganos, 2002). 

 

Taylor (1995) wrote the pros and cons of ANNs as follows. 

Factors favoring neural networks are: 

• They can be trained to classify poorly structured inputs; 

• They are robust against noise in training data; 

• They are robust against loss of neurons; 

• They can generalize; 

• They can be used in hybrid neural net/ artificial intelligence systems; 

• A hardware system is possible. 
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Taylor also described factors against neural networks as: 

• They failed in 1969 when the problem of scaling was first raised; it is still a 

problem for both neural nets and artificial intelligence.  

• They are only marginally better on benchmarking against traditional methods, but 

will win when implemented in hardware. 

• The basic theory is not yet fully understood. 

 

 

2.3.4.4. Network Layers 

 

The commonest type of artificial neural network consists of three groups, or layers, of 

units: a layer of input units is connected to a layer of hidden units, which is connected to 

a layer of output units  (Stergiou & Siganos, 2002).  

• The activity of the input units represents the raw information that is fed into 

the network. 

• The activity of each hidden unit is determined by the activities of the input 

units and the weights on the connections between the input and the hidden 

units. 

• The behavior of the output units depends on the activity of the hidden units 

and the weights between the hidden and output units. 

 

In this simple type of network the hidden units are free to construct their own 

representations of the input. The weights between the input and hidden units determine 

when each hidden unit is active, and so by modifying these weights, a hidden unit can 

choose what it represents. Neural networks can have single-layer or multi-layer 
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architectures. The single-layer organization, in which all units are connected to one 

another, constitutes the most general case and is of more potential computational power 

than hierarchically structured multi-layer organizations. In multi-layer networks, units are 

often numbered by layer, instead of following a global numbering (Stergiou & Siganos, 

2002). 

2.3.4.5. Architectures of Neural Networks 

There are two main classes of architecture: feedforward and feedback networks. 

 

Feed-forward networks 

Feed-forward ANNs (Figure 2.4) allow signals to travel one way only; from input to 

output. There is no feedback (loops), i.e. the output of any layer does not affect that same 

layer. Feed-forward ANNs tend to be straightforward networks that associate inputs with 

outputs. They are extensively used in pattern recognition. This type of organization is 

also referred to as bottom-up or top-down (Taylor, 1995; Stergiou & Siganos, 2002).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4.     Feedforward network. Adapted from: Taylor (1995). 
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Feedback (Recurrent) networks 

Feedback networks (Figure 2.5) can have signals traveling in both directions by 

introducing loops in the network. The simplest of such networks have complete 

connectivity, with no distinction made between input, hidden and output units (Taylor, 

1995).  Input to the network consists of clamping an initial state vector (by specifying 

which neurons are active, which are not). The node outputs are connected back to their 

inputs via a delay device (δ) to overcome timing problems during operation (Berhanu, 

1999).  

 

Feedback networks are very powerful and can get extremely complicated. Feedback 

networks are dynamic; their state is changing continuously until they reach an 

equilibrium point. They remain at the equilibrium point until the input changes and a new 

equilibrium needs to be found. Feedback architectures are also referred to as interactive 

or recurrent, although the latter term is often used to denote feedback connections in 

single-layer organizations (Stergiou & Siganos, 2002).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5.     Feedback networks. Adapted from: Berhanu (1999). 
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2.3.4.6. The Learning Process 

Knowledge in ANNs resides in the weights or connections Wij between nodes j and i. The 

weights are learned through experience, using an update rule causing the change in 

weight Wij (Berhanu, 1999; Taylor, 1995). All learning methods used for neural networks 

can be classified into three categories (Taylor, 1995): 

o Supervised learning:  is learning with a teacher, which tells the net the output 

required for a given input. During the learning process global information may be 

required. Paradigms of supervised learning include error-correction learning, 

reinforcement learning and stochastic learning. An important issue concerning 

supervised learning is the problem of error convergence, i.e., the minimization of 

error between the desired and computed unit values. The aim is to determine a set of 

weights which minimizes the error. One well-known method, which is common to 

many learning paradigms, is the Least Mean Square (LMS) convergence (Stergiou & 

Siganos, 2002). 

o Reinforced learning: is learning with a critic. The network receives a global reward/ 

penalty signal. Weights are changed so as to develop an input output behavior which 

maximizes the probability of receiving a reward and minimizes that of receiving a 

penalty (Taylor, 1995; Berhanu, 1999).  

 

o Unsupervised learning: is learning without an external teacher and is based 

upon only local information. It is also referred to as self-organization, in the 

sense that it self-organizes data presented to the network and detects their 
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emergent collective properties. Paradigms of unsupervised learning are 

Hebbian learning and competitive learning (Stergiou & Siganos, 2002). 

 

A three-layer network can be trained to perform a particular task by using the following 

procedure: 

1. Present the network with training examples, which consist of a pattern of 

activities for the input units together with the desired pattern of activities for the 

output units.  

2. Determine how closely the actual output of the network matches the desired 

output.  

3. Change the weight of each connection so that the network produces a better 

approximation of the desired output.  

2.3.4.7. Transfer Functions 

The behavior of an ANN (Artificial Neural Network) depends on both the weights and 

the input-output function (transfer function) that is specified for the units. This function 

typically falls into one of four categories (Stergiou & Siganos, 2002; BrainMaker, 1998 ):  

• Linear (or ramp): For linear units, the output activity is proportional to the total 

weighted output.  

• Threshold: For threshold units, the output is set at one of two levels, depending on 

whether the total input is greater than or less than some threshold value. 
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• Sigmoid: For sigmoid units, the output varies continuously but not linearly as the 

input changes. Sigmoid units bear a greater resemblance to real neurons than do 

linear or threshold units, but all three must be considered rough approximations. 

• Gaussian:  A gaussian transfer function is just like a two sigmoids, one increasing 

and another decreasing, stuck together. It is also known as a bell curve and the is 

no direct physical analogy to real neurons. But, a gaussian function can be used to 

solve problems such as XOR with fewer neurons than other types of transfer 

functions require (BrainMaker, 1998).   

 

2.3.4.8. The Back-Propagation Algorithm 

In order to train a neural network and perform some task, the weights of each unit must 

be adjusted in such a way that the error between the desired output and the actual output 

is reduced. This process requires that the neural network compute the error derivative of 

the weights (EW). In other words, it must calculate how the error changes as each weight 

is increased or decreased slightly. The back propagation algorithm is the most widely 

used method for determining the EW (Stergiou & Siganos, 2002). 

 

2.3.4.9. Neural Network Parameters 

 

Initializing Weights 

All neural network training algorithms begin by initializing the weights in the network to 

some randomly chosen values (Berhanu, 1999).   Two different initial weight sets can 

lead to drastically different convergence behaviors (Looney, 1997).  Looney concluded 

from early studies that the initial weight set should have small values (less than 0.5 in 
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magnitude and that they must not be approximately equal or to large lest they fail to 

converge. 

 

Learning Rate  

The learning rate determines how large an adjustment the neural network will make to the 

connection strengths when it gets the fact wrong. Reducing the learning rate may make it 

possible to train the network to a smaller tolerance (BrainMaker, 1998). 

 

Adding Noise 

Noise is a small random amount added or subtracted from inputs and/or patterns based on 

the value specified. BrainMaker (1998) recommended the value to be between 0.05 and 

0.1.  Adding noise helps the network to generalize better, if there doesn’t exist enough 

training data.   

 

Training and Testing Tolerances 

Tolerance specifies how accurate the neural network output must be to be considered 

correct. It is defined as a percentage of the range of the output (BrainMaker, 1998). No 

corrections are made to the network during training if the output is within tolerance. 

BrainMaker recommends setting the training tolerance tighter (lower) than the testing 

tolerance.   
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2.3.4.10. Neural Network Statistical Data 

Average Error 

The average error, also known as the mean absolute error, is the average of the absolute 

values of the differences between each output and the corresponding pattern. The average 

error is zero for a perfectly trained network and increases toward one for less well-trained 

network (BrainMaker, 1998). 

Average Error= 
N

P-O∑
, 

Where: O=Output, P=Pattern, N=Number of training data sets. 

 

Root Mean Squared (RMS) Error 

The RMS error is similar to the average error except the square of the differences rather 

than their absolute value is used. This puts a higher weight on larger errors. A network 

with small errors on most outputs and large errors on a few will have a smaller average 

error (close to 0) but a larger RMS error (close to 1). 

RMS Error= 
( )( )
N

2∑ − po
, 

 Where:  O=Output, P=Pattern, N=Number of training data sets. 

 

2.3.5. Hybrid Approach 

By using different feature sets and different classification techniques, classification 

systems have different performance. Most classifiers have particular strengths and 
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weaknesses in that they can reliably distinguish between some patterns, but may confuse 

others. One way to reduce this confusion is to combine the complementary or nearly 

complementary classifiers. 

 

The pattern recognition techniques discussed so far are not necessarily independent to 

each other and attempts have been made to design hybrid models involving two or more 

of recognition techniques (Jain et al., 1999).  
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE AMHARIC WRITING SYSTEM 
 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

As indicated in the previous chapter various approaches have been taken to develop an 

OCR system for Amharic writing system. But all of them were dependent of quantitative 

parameters and other features. The purpose of this research is to develop a versatile 

system that is invariant to different writing styles. This chapter discusses about the 

Amharic writing system and for further reading any one can refer Worku (1997), Ermias 

(1998), Dereje (1999) Million (2000) and Negussie (2000).  

 

3.2. THE AMHARIC WRITING SYSTEM 

Srihari, S. & Srihari, R. (1996) described that fundamental characteristics of writing are 

the following:  

• it consists of artificial graphical marks on a surface;  

• its purpose is to communicate something;  

• this purpose is achieved by virtue of the mark's conventional relation to language.  

 

Although speech is a sign system that is more natural than writing to humans, writing is 

considered to have made possible much of culture and civilization. Early writing as a 

means of communication started in Egypt. Before, 3000 BC, Egyptians used picture 

writing called Hieroglyphic on monuments, walls and rocks (Dereje, 1999). 
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Different writing systems, or scripts, represent linguistic units, words, syllables and 

phonemes, at different structural levels. In alphabetic writing systems, principal examples 

of which are the Latin, Greek and Russian scripts, alphabets are the primitive elements, 

or characters, which are used to represent words. Several languages such as English, 

Dutch, French, etc, share the Latin script. The Devanagari script, which represents 

syllables as well as alphabets, is used by several Indian languages including Hindi. The 

Chinese script, which consists of ideograms, is an alternative to alphabets. The Japanese 

script consists of the Chinese ideograms (Kanji) and syllables (Kana). There are roughly 

two dozen different scripts in use today (Srihari & Srihari, 1996).  

 

Each script has its own set of icons, which are known as characters or letters, that have 

certain basic shapes. Each script has its rules for combining the letters to represent the 

shapes of higher-level linguistic units. For example, there are rules for combining the 

shapes of individual letters so as to form cursively written words in the Latin alphabet. In 

addition to linguistic symbols, each script has a representation for numerals, such as the 

Arabic-Indic digits used in conjunction with the Latin alphabet (Srihari & Srihari, 1996). 

Likewise, Amharic script is used as a writing system for Ethio-Semitic languages. The 

script is used to represent letters and numbers (Amsalu, 1984).       

 

The ancient Egyptian language, which is the first written language, is one family of 

Afroasiatic languages super-family (Dereje, 1999). The ancient Semitic language is also a 

family of Afroasiatic. As indicated in the figure below the Amharic script is a descendant 

of the ancient Semitic family (Bender et al., 1976).  
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Afroasiatic 

Chad Berber Omotic Cushitic Semitic  Ancient Egyptian 

South Arabian 

East Semitic  West Semitic  

Ethio-Semitic  Arabic Canaanite Aramaic 

North  South 

Geez Tigre Tigrinya Amharic Others  

According to Bender et al. (1976), the present writing system of Amharic is taken from 

Geez, which was brought to the highlands by immigrants from south Arabia in the first 

century A.D. By the 16
th

 century, Geez gradually gave way to Amharic. During that time, 

Amharic was spoken at the royal court, and began to be used for literary purposes at the 

beginning of the 19
th

 century as the administrative state changed its way of 

communication from oral to written one. Amharic literature flourished since the 1910 

after the importation of printing press from Europe (Mulatu & Yohannis, 1988; 

Ullendorff, 1973; Amsalu, 1967 E.C.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.     The Genetic structure Amharic language. Adapted from: Bender et al. 

(1976) & Yonas et al. (1966 E.C.). 
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3.2.1. The Amharic Characters (Fidel) 

Since the 1
st
 century, modifications and additions one Amharic has been undergone and 

the current Amharic script has 33 basic characters. There are other six orders derived 

from the basic forms and represent syllable combination consisting of a consonant and 

vowel except the 6
th

 order, which may represent either the consonant alone or the 

consonant followed by a vowel (Bender et al., 1976; Ullendorff, 1973). 

 

Thus, there are 231 core characters in Amharic writing system. Besides there are over 

forty others which contain a special feature usually representing labialization (Bender et 

al., 1976).  The list of these Amharic characters is shown in Table 3.1. 
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h hù £ ¦ ÿ H ç 
l lù lþ § l¤ L lÖ 
¼ ¼ù ¼þ ˆ ¼¤ Þ ‡ 
m Ñ ¸ ¥ » M ä 
¿ ¿ù œþ œ œ¤ o ƒ 
r „ ¶ ‰ Ê R é 
s sù sþ ú s¤ S î 
¹ ¹ù ¹þ š ¹¤ > ë 
q qÜ qE Ý q½ Q ö 
b bù bþ Æ b¤ B ï 
t tÜ tE ¬ t½ T è 
c cÜ cE Ò c½ C Ó 
^ ^ù ^þ ` ^¤ ~ ‹ 

n nù nþ Â n¤ N ñ 
ß ßù ßþ ¾ ß¤ Ÿ ® 
x xù xþ ¨ x¤ X å 
w ý êE ê ê½ W ã 
; ;ù ›þ › ›¤ : â 
k kù kþ µ k¤ K ÷ 
¡ ¡ù ¡þ á ¡¤ < ó 
z zù zþ ² z¤ Z ø 
¢ ¢Ü ¢E Ï ¢½ i Î 
y † ‘ Ã ü Y × 
g gù gþ U g¤ G ¯ 
d Ç Äþ Ä Á D ì 
j ° ©þ © Ë J í 
« «ù «þ È «¤ _ õ 
= Œ À Å ˜ u ô 
™ ™ù ™þ Ú ™¤ A Û 
{ {ù Éþ É É¤ I ò 
’ ’ù ’þ Ô ’¤ e Õ 
f û ð Í Ø F æ 
p pÜ pE  p½ P ± 

 

Table 3.1.   The Amharic script core characters 
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3.2.2. Nature of Amharic Characters 

The 33 basic characters can be grouped in to five classes based on the similarity of their 

shapes (Negussie, 2000). 

1. Symbols that have one straight ‘leg’. 

q t c p g 

2. Symbols that have two straight ‘legs’. 

s ¹ b k ¡ z ¢ 

3. Symbols that have three ‘legs’. 

¼ « = 

4. Symbols that have rounded bottom. 

h m ¿  

5. Symbols that have horizontal bottom line. 

r f  

The task of learning characters is simplified by several facts (Bender et al., 1976). 

a) The basic shapes show similarities.  

For example: ¹ and s; c and t; j and d; ß and n 

b) Many basic characters are related in structure.  

For example: n and k; « and =; r and f. 

c) The six non-basic forms are formed according to the patterns of great 

regularity except the 6
th

 and 7
th

 orders.  The derivations of the six orders from 

the basic characters is shown below (Negussie, 2000). 
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Characters Method of Construction Example 

2
nd

 order Add a horizontal stroke at the middle of the right 

side of the base character. 
hù lù ¼ù Ñ 

3
rd

 order Add a horizontal stroke at the bottom of the right 

leg of the base character. 
£ lþ ¼þ ¸ 

Elongate the right leg of a two or three leg base 

character. 
¦ § ˆ ¥ 

4
th

 order 

Add a diagonal stroke at the bottom of the leg of a 

one-leg base character. 

U ¬ Ò  

5
th

 order Add a ring at the bottom of the right leg of base 

character. 
ÿ l¤ ¼¤ » 

Highly irregular. I Z S B 

Some characters bend their legs. H Þ _ T 

6
th

 order 

Some looped characters add horizontal stroke at 

their loops. 

W D J A 

Highly irregular. ä ã ¯ â  

Shortening the last leg (or the last two legs for 

characters that have three legs). 
î ï õ ‡ 

7
th

 order 

Adding loop at the top-right of the character ç lÖ ö é 

Table 3.2.   Method of order formation in the Amharic writing system 

 

3.3. THE AMHARIC CHARACTER OCR DEVELOPMENTS 

As stated before, research on the application of OCR for Amharic writing system started 

recently as compared to other writing systems. However, achievements are reported, 

especially in preprocessing techniques. The achievements in these works are presented as 

follows.   
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3.3.1. Segmentation 

Worku (1997) tested the stage by stage segmentation algorithm that was suggested by Pal 

and Chaudhury (1995). This algorithm first segments lines in a page, then words in each 

line, and finally characters in each word. The algorithm considered all connected 

characters as a single character and works well for unconnected characters. On the other 

hand Berhanu (1999) implemented the segmentation process (using stage by stage 

algorithm) in two steps: line segmentation and character segmentation.     

 

3.3.2. Image Restoration 

Image restoration is a process by which a degraded image is fixed to their original 

contents. To achieve better recognition accuracy degraded images should be restored. In 

his research, Dereje (1999) used a technique called Binary Morphological Filters to fix 

highly degraded document of typewritten Amharic scripts.  Binary morphological 

filtering algorithm was first suggested by Liang et al. (1996) to restore documents 

degraded because of additive or subtractive noise. Subtractive noise is created when 

unwanted holes are found in the digitized image. Additive noise is created when 

additional foreground pixels are found in the digitized image (Dereje, 1999).  

 

As Dereje (1999) proved through experimentation, additive noises could be removed in 

the process of segmentation used by Worku. Therefore, he used the subtractive noise 

removing algorithm for the purpose of image restoration. 
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3.3.3. Underline Detection and Removal 

Underlines are not considered as part of the characters and, hence, they are considered as 

noise and should be removed. Ermias (1998) used the algorithm suggested by Pal and 

Chaudhuri (1995) for the removal of the matra line from the Bangla script. He modified 

the algorithm so as to remove the underline from the Amharic script. Through experiment 

Ermias found that the maximum number of black pixels in a row for a character having 

the maximum width to be 34. Therefore, he set 40 as a threshold value and a row having 

the number of black pixels greater than the threshold is considered as underline and so it 

is removed. Sample test result of this algorithm is given below. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.     The underlined image. 

 

               

 

Figure 3.3.     Image after underline removal. 

 

 

3.3.4. Thinning 

Ermias (1998) tested the Zang-Suen and Hilditch thinning algorithms for Amharic 

writing system and reported that the Zang-Suen algorithm is more efficient and effective. 

Based on this result, Million (2000) considered the Zang-Suen thinning algorithm in 

addition to parallel thinning algorithm suggested by Ha and Bunke (1997). In both 
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algorithms thinning is undergone by eroding process from the bounding/edge of the 

character.  

 

Million tested the two algorithms on Amharic characters and compared the results based 

on criteria like connectivity after thinning, similarity to the shape of the original character 

and computational speed. He then reported that both algorithms exhibited connectivity 

loses and high shape distortion. To curb this problem, Million integrated the two 

algorithms through iterative experimentation.  This integration has resulted in a hybrid 

thinning algorithm that better performed the thinning process, solving the above stated 

problems (Million, 2000). The test results of the hybrid thinning is given below. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.     Image before thinning. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.     Image after thinning.  

 

3.3.5. Size Normalization 

Berhanu (1999) and Negussie (2000) used size normalizing algorithms to scale 

segmented character images to 16X16 pixel size. For the character image that was greater 

than 16X16 they compressed the image. On the other hand, character images of sizes less 

than 16X16 pixel size had been stretched.  This was so because the number of input 
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nodes they used for the neural network was 256. Thus, the color value of each pixel was 

used as an input.  

 

3.3.6. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is a central component of an OCR system (Suen, 1982). For selecting 

good features, the following criteria are considered useful (Kundu et al., 1989).  

• features should be easily computable,  

• features should be preferably independent of translation and size, and 

• features should be chosen so that they do not replicate each other. 

 

Dereje (1999) used feature extraction for identifying and recognizing each typewritten 

character from contour analysis. In his study, Dereje extracted the following features 

from each character image. 

• Width of the characters 

• Height of the characters 

• Width of the characters at each row 

• Left primary global description { LPk: k=1,2,… h} where LPk is the distance from 

the left border of the segmented character image window to the first black pixel in 

k
th

 row and h is the height of the character. 

• Right primary global description {RPk: k=1,2,… h} where RPk is the distance 

from the left border of the segmented character image window to the last black 

pixel in k
th

 row and h is the height of the character. 
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• Left secondary global description {LDIFk=LPk-LPk-1: k=1,2,…h} where h is 

height 

• Right secondary global description {RDIFk=RPk-RPk-1: k=1,2,…h} where h is 

height. 

 

To extract the above features, each segmented character is submitted to the program 

written to extract features and the result is stored in an output file. The output files of 

each feature are used to develop a database containing feature functions that is used to 

identify the 231 core characters.  

 

3.3.7. The Neural Network Approach  

Berhanu (1999) and Negussie (2000) used neural networks for prediction. Their neural 

network design consists of 256 input nodes and 8 output nodes. Berhanu used one hidden 

layer of 40 nodes and Negussie used again one layer but with 20 nodes. The input nodes 

take their values directly from the color value of pixels of character images. Pixels having 

black color would have a value of 1; and those having white color would have a value of 

0.  Each character image was scaled to 16X16 pixel size as discussed above. This would 

make up a total of 256 pixels for a single character image. The 8 output nodes 

represented the binary representations of predicted character values. On their test result 

Berhanu reported 35% recognition accuracy and Negussie reported that 16 characters 

were correctly classified out of 38.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses about the primitive structures that form complex structures of the 

Amharic characters, rule/grammar formation, pattern generation   and the techniques used 

to make the generated patterns suitable for artificial neural network input.  It also 

includes the design and prototype developments of this study. The algorithms were coded 

using Microsoft Visual C++, as this research is the continuation of previous research 

works done at SISA. In some cases the modules codes used in the experimentation are 

presented where the Visual C++ codes are more understandable than their corresponding 

algorithms. All the reports concerning the computational speed are based on a 256MB 

RAM Dell Computer having Intel (R) Pentium Processor with a speed of 1.70GHz. 

 

 

4.2. PRIMITIVE STRUCTURES IN AMHARIC CHARACTERS 

 

Identifying primitives is a central component of structural/syntactic pattern recognition 

system. However, it is not easy to find primitives that effectively represent variations. 

Therefore some rules or criteria to select primitives are necessary. Mori et al. (1999) gave 

the following guidelines for primitive selection. 
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1. Primitives must conform with our intuitive notions of simpler components of 

a complex picture. 

2. Primitives must have a well-defined mathematical characterization. 

3. Primitives and characterization must be subject independent. 

4. The shape description by primitive has the same complexity as the raw data in 

terms of information. 

5. When a full set is reduced to a thin set by some type of limiting processes, the 

regular shaped components should be reduced to regularly shaped thin 

components. 

 

Using these guidelines, Amin & Singh  (1998) and Amin & Singh (1999) used a total of 

six primitives (Horizontal, Vertical, Backslash, Slash, Corner, and Dot) for recognition of 

hand-printed Chinese characters. 

 

The Amharic characters are considered to have the best appearance when written as thick 

vertical strokes and thin horizontal strokes (Bender et al., 1976). Due to this fact much of 

horizontal strokes in Amharic characters have few pixel length and sometimes there 

doesn’t exist especially in degraded documents. But still, the people that can read and 

write Amharic will not be much confused with the absence of these horizontal strokes. 

 

For the purpose of this study, Amharic characters are characterized by basic primitives 

like (vertical lines),   (forward slash),  (backward slashes), and (appendages).  All 

characters can be constructed from these basic primitives. Horizontal lines are used only 
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to connect these primitives. Of course, the type of connection helps to identify characters 

that are expressed by the same set of primitives. For example, h and b have the same set 

of primitives: { , }. But the connection existing between these characters classifies one 

from the other. Similar examples can be n, z, and ï where all are expressed by { , }.  

This and other problems can be eliminated by describing the type of connection between 

primitives. Therefore, the above examples can be identified as follows: 

n := {  (bottom),  (top)}.   

z := {  (middle),  (middle)}. 

ï := {  (top),  (top)}. 

Generally, in Amharic character set there are three types of connections, namely: top, 

middle, and bottom. In some characters like cÜ primitives are connected to the right at two 

middle points. Each primitive is connected to another primitive in one or more of the 

connection types. All Amharic characters are basically constructed by connecting one or 

more primitive structures.  The only exception is v and its seven orders in which case 

there is no connection between “ ” and “b”. Even in this specific case each primitive in 

the character is connected to at least one another primitive. 

 

Loops can be considered as one primitive since there are many characters having loops. 

Especially, as indicated previously, the 5
th

 order formed by adding loops at the right 

bottom part of the basic character. But in Amharic documents many of them are scripted 

in unconnected style. For example, q is sometimes written as  and this makes extracting 

loop features difficult. In addition, for the unconnected loops the primitive extraction 
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result would be very different from those that are extracted well. Taking the above 

example, this very high difference can be shown below. 

Case 1:  Taking loop as primitive  

q:= { (connected to vertical line), (connected to loop), } 

 :={  (no connection), (middle-bottom), } 

Case 2:  Taking loop as two primitives connected at two points  

q:= {  (top-middle, bottom-middle), (middle-top, middle-bottom),   } 

 : ={  (no connection), (middle-bottom), } 

 

As can be seen there is much difference in representation of two different structures of 

the same character in case 1 than case 2. Therefore, it is helpful if a loop is considered as 

two vertical lines connected both at two points. 

 

4.2.1. The Vertical Line Primitives ( ) 

In Amharic writing system vertical lines form main primitive of characters. There is no 

character without having at least one vertical line primitive. However, as there is 

difference in their length, the vertical line primitives should also be re-classified to 

differentiate characters such as b, Æ and ï because all are represented by two vertical 

lines connected at the top. The same problem also exists in s, ú and î. Sub-grouping 

vertical line as long, medium and short will lead to solve the problem at hand; and they 

are defined as follows. 

Long Vertical Line (LVL):  a vertical line that runs from the top to bottom level of 

the character. 
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Medium Vertical Line (MVL):  a vertical line that touches either the bottom or top level 

of the character but not both at the same time.  

Short Vertical Line (SVL): a vertical line that touches neither the top nor the 

bottom level of the character. 

Based on this classification of vertical lines, all Amharic characters having vertical line 

primitives will have no ambiguity. And the above examples can thus be represented as 

follows: 

b := {LVL(top), LVL(top)} 

Æ: = {MVL(top), LVL(top)} 

ï := {LVL(top), MVL(top)} 

s := {MVL(bottom), MVL(top),MVL(top)} 

ú := {MVL(bottom), SVL(top),MVL(top)} 

î := {MVL(bottom), MVL(top),SVL(top)} 

 

4.2.2. The Appendage Primitives ( ) 

This primitive is usually found at the beginning and ending of a horizontal stroke. Its 

shape varies as “ ” and “ ”. The first is found at the right end of the horizontal stroke 

while the second is found at the left end of the horizontal stroke. In some cases both are 

also written likely as “ ”. Sometimes it is very similar with the SVL primitive. But in 

most cases the width height of this primitive are proportional where as in SVL, the height 

is slightly greater than the width.  
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4.2.3. The Backslash Primitive ( ) 

This is a primitive that deviates from the vertical line position to the left. It is found in 

characters such as S, >, and §. There is no further classification for these primitives. 

There is no long backward slash primitive that runs from top to bottom of a character. 

But if in case it occurs, there is no problem if it is considered as long vertical line.   

 

4.2.4. The Forward Slash primitives ( ) 

The shape of this primitive varies greatly. It includes shapes like (as in x and l),  (as 

in ß, n, and ¯) and  (as in ±, r, f). Generally, forward slash primitives are those that 

deviate to the right from the normal vertical line. They can be further classified in to two: 

long and medium; and they are defined as follows. 

Long Forward Slash Primitive (LFSP):  a forward slash primitive that runs from top to 

bottom of character image. 

Medium Forward Slash Primitive (LFSP):  a forward slash primitive that touches either 

the top or bottom of character image but not 

both at the same time. 

 

4.3. PRIMITIVE RELATIONSHIP HANDLING AND PATTERN 

GENERATION 

In chapter two, the advantage of structural/syntactic approach for pattern recognition is 

discussed. It is described that the main advantage of this approach is handling of the 

relationship existing between primitives of a character. After primitives are extracted, 
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they should generate a unique pattern consisting of primitives and relationships for each 

character.  

 

Generating a pattern of primitives and their relationships need a rule because different 

characters may generate the same pattern if there is no some sort of rule. For example, L 

and l¤ both have the same number and type of primitives. And as far as no rule is 

concerned they may generate the same pattern. 

L: = { , , }  

l¤: = { , , }. 

But as can be seen, “  ” is connected to “  ” in the case of L. But in l¤, “  ” is 

connected to “ ”. Holding this information is important in pattern generation. One way 

of achieving this goal is storing the primitive to which a primitive is connected. For 

example, the above characters can be expressed as follows. 

L: = {  ( : middle),  ( : top; : middle & bottom),  ( : top & bottom)} 

l¤: = {  ( : middle; : middle & bottom),  ( : top),  ( : top & bottom)} 

Again this lacks to hold information about the direction of connection. It doesn't tell to 

which direction (left or right) the primitive is connected. If this information is added to 

the above example, classification will become too complex to deal with. The problem 

becomes worse for characters that are constructed from higher number of primitives. 

Therefore, this approach doesn't seem applicable.  
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(a) l¤ 

  

 

 

(b) L 

 

To solve the problem of holding information about the direction of connection, a binary 

tree data structure having two pointers (for left and right) can be used. Using this 

approach the above characters are represented as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.     Representation of primitives using binary tree.  

 

There are three ways of traversing binary trees (Ammeraal, 1994). 

1. Preorder traversal:  traverses all nodes of a tree by traversing the root, then 

recursively traversing the left subtree, and then the right 

subtree. Thus, the above examples are represented as follows. 

l¤:= { , ,  } 

L:= { , ,  } 

2. In-order traversal:  traverses all nodes of a tree by recursively traversing the left 

subtree, then traversing the root, and finally the right subtree. 

Using in-order traversal, l¤ and L are represented as follows. 

l¤:= { , , } 

L:= { , , } 
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3. Post-order traversal:  traverses all nodes of a tree by recursively traversing the left 

subtree, then the right subtree, and finally the root. Using post-

order traversal the above examples are represented as follows. 

l¤:= { , , } 

L:= { , , } 

As shown above, pre-order traversal fails to classify L and l¤ because both generated the 

same pattern. Post-order traversal also has problem in that it doesn't tell whether “  ” is 

found to the right or left of “  ” in character L. If “  ” were connected to the left of “  ”, 

the sentence generated will also be { , , }; the pattern doesn't change. But, using in 

order traversal, if “  ” were connected to the left of “  ”in character L, the pattern would 

be { , , }; different from { , , }. Therefore, in-order traversal clearly generates 

strictly unique patterns for each character set in Amharic script. 

 

Although binary tree solves the problems encountered in generating a pattern, it still lacks 

holding information about the relationship between primitives. It is shown that the two 

previously discussed approaches, to generate pattern, have their own good qualities 

together with their drawbacks. The first approach holds information about the 

relationships of primitives. But it lacks to generate different primitive patterns for 

different characters. The binary tree approach (in-order traversal) is effective in 

generating unique pattern for each character and also gives information about the 

direction of connection. However, this approach has its own drawback for it doesn't give 

any information about the relationship between primitives.  
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Top Middle Bottom  Top  Middle1 Middle2 Bottom 

 

Left 

  

Right 

Combining the good qualities of the two approaches will give a complete method to 

generate primitive unique patterns having information about the relationships between 

primitives. As discussed before, all Amharic character primitives are connected to each 

other in one or more of the three connection types (top, middle, and bottom). The binary 

tree data structure should be modified to incorporate the three connection types. Instead 

of having only one left pointer, there should be three left pointers; one for each 

connection type. In the same way four right pointers are needed one for each connection 

type (at the right side two primitives can be connected to the middle of a primitive; so, a 

total of four primitives can be connected to the right of a primitive). Therefore, the data 

structure will have a total of seven pointers. This combined approach gives the following 

tree data structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.     Tree structure developed for holding primitives of characters. 
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(a) l¤ 

 

  

(b) L 

 

 

 

The tree can be traversed by in-order approach, as in the binary tree, to generate pattern. 

First the left nodes are traversed; then the parent node follows and finally the right nodes 

are traversed. Now, the examples primitives of L and l¤ can be represented by the tree as 

follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.     Representation of primitives using the developed tree structure.  

Each node in the tree should have information about the type of connection between two 

connected primitives. The connection can be on one or more of the three connection 

regions.  The pointers on the node of the tree structure (top, middle, bottom) describe the 

first detected region where a primitive is connected to another in one of the two 

directions (left, right). These pointers have no enough information about how the 

primitives are connected to each other. They only gave a way to generate a pattern of 

primitives. Full connection information can only be found using Table 4.2. Storing this 

connection information on the parent node has problems in that parent nodes have many 

child nodes. This means that the parent has to store information about all its children and 

this brings complexity. Rather, storing the connection information on the children has no 

difficulty because each child node has only one parent node. Therefore, every child node 

should have information on how it is connected to its parent node.  
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This leads the data structure of primitives to look like as Figure 4.4. The data structure 

holds complete information about each primitive of all Amharic character set. 

Figure 4.4.     Data structure for storing primitives and their relationships. 

 

There are cases where a primitive is connected two other primitives as in :. If a primitive 

is connected with two other primitives that are in the primitive tree, the following rule is 

used to build primitive tree: append full connection and primitive type  information as 

usual for the first connected primitive and append only connection information for the 

second connected primitive. Using this rule the character : has the following primitive 

tree structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5.     Primitive tree for the character :. 

struct PrimitiveTree 

{ 

 int ConnectionType,PrimitiveType; 

 int Top,Bottom,Left,Right; 

 bool Marked; 

 

 struct PrimitiveTree*LeftTop,*LeftMiddle,*LeftBottom; 

 struct PrimitiveTree*RightTop,*RightMiddle1,*RightMiddle2,*RightBottom; 

}; 
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4.4. NEURAL NETWORK APPROACH 

Previous works that attempted to use neural networks take inputs directly from the color 

values of pixels of character images. As discussed earlier, 256 input nodes were used. In 

this study, neural networks do not take their input values from the color values of pixels 

of character images. But rather, neural networks are designed to take their input values 

from the patterns generated from primitives and their relationships of character images. 

Therefore, primitives and their relationships have to be converted into a form that can be 

accepted as an input by the neural network. Inputs of neural networks (BrainMaker) 

should be in the form of binary digits. Primitives and their relationships should be, 

therefore, represented by binary numbers. 

 

For Amharic character set, seven different primitive types and 19 relationships between 

the primitives (including no connection) are identified (see Table 4.1 and Table 4.2). 

Seven primitives require a maximum of 3 binary digits (2
3
=8) and nineteen relationships 

require 5 binary digits (2
5
=32). Using this fact each primitive is assigned a 3 digit binary 

number and each relationship is assigned a 5 digit binary number. The assignment of 

binary numbers is done in such a way that similar primitives have similar binary 

representation. The same logic is also used for binary representation of connection types.   

This binary number assignment is shown below in Table 4.1 and Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.1.   Binary representation of primitives of Amharic character set. 

Primitive type Binary 

Representation 

Decimal 

Representation 

(Long vertical line) 
111 7 

 (Medium vertical line) 110 6 

 (Short vertical line) 100 4 

(Long forward slash) 
011 3 

(Medium forward slash) 
010 2 

(Backslash) 
001 1 

(Appendage) 
101 5 
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Additional connection 

 Middle 

Bottom 

Bottom 

Middle 

Bottom 

Bottom 

Middle 

Middle 

Middle 

Middle 

First 

detected 

connection     Bottom 

Middle 

Bottom 

Bottom 

      
Top 

Top 
b y ä ; É i 

 
 

 
   Top 

Middle 
/  q    

 
     Top 

Bottom 
s      

    

  Middle 

Top 
/ q F b¤   

 
     Middle 

Middle 
z      

 
     Middle 

Bottom 
\      

 
     Bottom 

Top 
n      

 
     Bottom 

Middle 
œ      

 
     Bottom 

Bottom 
h      

Table 4.2.   Types of connections existing between two primitives of Amharic characters. 
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Table 4.3.   Binary representation of relationships existing between primitives of Amharic 

character set. 

 

When a specific connection is found, there should be some sort of rule to determine the 

connection region. As discussed earlier, two primitives can be connected on more than 

one of the connection regions. For example, in i, two vertical line primitives are 

connected at three different regions (top-top, middle-middle, and bottom-bottom). Thus, 

to avoid such differences, a rule is established which is stated as: the first detected 

connection type, as one goes from top to down, is used as the connection region. Based 

on this rule, a summary that shows the connection region of different connection types is 

presented in Table 4.4.   

 

Type of connection Binary 

representation 

Decimal 

representation 

   00000 0 

TT   10000 16 

TT MB  11100 28 

TT BM  11010 26 

TT BB  11011 27 

TT MM BM 11110 30 

TT MM BB 11111 31 

TM   10001 17 

TM BM  10010 18 

TB   10101 21 

MT   00100 4 

MT MB  01101 13 

MT BM  01100 12 

MT BB  01001 9 

MM   00101 5 

MB   00111 7 

BT   00010 2 

BM   00011 3 

BB   00001 1 

Legend:  

T=Top 

M=Middle 

B=Bottom 
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Legend:  

T=Top 

M=Middle 

B=Bottom 

 

Different connection regions existing between two primitives  

Left Top Left Middle Left Bottom Right Top Right Middle Right Bottom 
TT   TM   TB   TT   MT   BT   

TT MB  TM BM  MB   TT MB  MT MB  BM   

TT BM  MM   BB   TT BM  MT BM  BB   

TT BB  BM      TT BB  MT BB     

TT MM BM       TT MM BM MM      

TT         TT MM BB MB      

MT         TM         

MT MB        TM BM        

MT BM        TB         

C
o
n
n
ec

ti
o
n
 t

y
p
es

 

MT BB                 

 

 

 

Table 4.4.   Types of connections occurring at different regions of primitives of Amharic 

character set.  

 

4.5. GENERAL DESIGN OF AMHARIC OCR SYSTEM 

The overall architecture of the Amharic character recognition system developed in this 

study is shown in Figure 4.5 below. 
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Figure 4.5.     Block diagram of Amharic text recognition system. 

The above figure shows the block diagram of the Amharic recognition system developed 

in the present research. The first step in using the OCR system is to train a neural network 

and build a network model. Thus, training data is first prepared. To this end, the Amharic 

characters used for training the neural network is scanned and digitized using an optical 

Input pattern generation 

from character images 

Document Image 

Digitization 

Segmentation 

Neural Network 

Model 
Supervised training of the 

generated patterns 

Input pattern generation 

from character images 

Document Image 

Digitization  

Segmentation 
Database of Amharic characters 

and their numeric codes 

Output pattern generation from 

character codes 

Predicted output 

pattern generation 

Character code 

generation 

Database of Amharic characters 

and their numeric codes 

Character 

identification 

Text file 

Training Phase Recognition Phase 

1 
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scanner. Then, the digitized image is segmented in to individual characters. 

Subsequently, primitive structures and their relationships of characters are extracted and 

input patterns will be generated from the primitives and their relationships. Since 

supervised learning is used in the course of training the network, output patterns are 

generated from a character representing the segmented character image. Thus, characters 

are selected from a database containing a list of Amharic characters and their 

corresponding numeric values.  The numeric values are used to generate output pattern. 

Then, the patterns generated are used as input data for the neural network. The network is 

trained with varying network parameters and the best model will be selected.  

 

The next step in the recognition system is preparing input pattern for the test case. Up to 

input pattern generation the steps are the same as those used to prepare training data. But, 

in this case, output pattern is not needed as it is to be predicted by the system. The input 

pattern is, then, submitted to the selected neural network model. As a result, the network 

generates output patterns, which can be used to generate numeric values of characters. 

The generated number is compared with the characters’ numeric values in the database. If 

the generated number is equal to any one of the numeric values of characters, then the 

character will be selected as recognized. Otherwise, if there is no any match, the system 

will result in an unknown character.   
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4.6. PREPROCESSING 

Preprocessing helps to improve recognition accuracy of many OCR systems because it 

reduces unwanted complexities of an image. Preprocessing algorithms done so far for 

Amharic characters that are inline with the present study are integrated to the Amharic 

OCR developed. 

4.6.1. Digitization 

In order to convert an analog paper text in to digitized image, a Scanjet Pro scanner was 

used. And while scanning gray level image was made to be converted in to monochrome 

bitmap (.BMP) format. This was then used for further preprocessing and recognition 

techniques.  

4.6.2. Segmentation 

As stated previously, the stage by stage segmentation algorithm that was used by Worku 

(1997), Ermias (1998), Dereje (1999), Million (2000) and Negussie (2000) works well 

for unconnected and non-skewed characters. This algorithm has three procedures: line 

segmentation, word segmentation and character segmentation. Therefore, the present 

study uses this algorithm to segment characters. It is clear that when the font size changes 

the spaces between words in a sentence and characters in a word also changes. Thus 

segmentation algorithm was modified in such a way that it should adapt the environment 

for different font sizes. The modified algorithm is given below and see Appendix VII for 

implementation. 
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Segment each line    
• Segment each character 

• Calculate the value of the space between each character 

• Sort the values of the spaces in ascending order 

• Calculate Difference(j)=Space(j)-Space(j-1), for j=2,3,4,....n where n= the 

number of space values 

• Find the first  Difference(j) (X)>=Threshold Value, for j=2,3,4,....n  where 

Threshold Value is set thorough experimentation. (For this study Threshold 

Value=5 is effective to separate words.) 

• For two neighboring  characters if the space between  them is less than X, then 

they are characters in a word. Otherwise, they are considered as characters in 

two different words.  

 

The sample output of this implementation is shown in Figure 4.6 (b).  

4.6.3. Identification of Character Boundary 

This is the step where the character image boundary is identified. The input to this step is 

the segmented document image. It is used to determine the height and width of each 

character image, which is, in turn, used to determine the identity of primitives. After the 

segmentation preprocessing is finished, the character image boundary can be identified 

by the following algorithm; and the algorithm is implemented for each segmented 

character image as shown in Figure 4.6 (c). 

 

 

For each segmented character image 

{ 

  Top = BottomLevelOfSegmentedCharacter; 

 Bottom = TopLevlOfSegmentedCharacter; 

 Left = RightSideOfSegmentedCharacter; 

 Right = LeftSideOfSegmentedCharacter; 
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   from (i= LeftSideOfSegmentedCharacter to i<= RightSideOfSegmentedCharacter) 

       from (j= TopLevlOfSegmentedCharacter to j<= BottomLevlOfSegmentedCharacter) 

      {   

if (Pixel(i,j) = Black) 

{ 

 if(j<Top) Top=j; 

 if(i<Left) Left=i; 

 if(i>Right) Right=i; 

 if(j>Bottom) Bottom=j; 

} 

     } 

} 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6.     Results of the segmentation and image boundary extraction algorithms. 

 (a). Sample text image. (b). Segmentation. (c). Boundary extraction. 

 

 

 

4.7. PRIMITIVE EXTRACTION 

Primitive extraction involves the selection of character sub-patterns by grouping pixels 

having similar colors and regions. To extract primitives in Amharic character set, there is 

no previously developed algorithm. However, the idea to identify primitive structures 

was taken from Amin & Singh (1998) and Amin & Singh (1999). As discussed  

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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previously chapter Amin& Singh used a total of six primitives for hand-printed Chinese 

characters. 

 

One way of grouping pixels of the same region and color is searching rectangular regions 

filled with black pixels in the character image. A primitive is then formed from the 

combination of one or more rectangular regions.  

 

This approach checks every combination of pixels in the segmented area of a character. 

The growth in combination of pixel rectangles is exponential which has a drastic impact 

on the time required to extract primitive structures. For example, if a segmented region is 

1X1 pixels size the number of comparisons made will be 1. For 1X2 pixels size region 

the number of comparisons is 3. For 1X3 it becomes 6. The table below shows list of 

different combinations of rectangular shapes in a specific segmented region and the time 

elapsed to accomplish the task.  
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Segmented area Rectangular areas in the 

region  (x1,y1,x2,y2) 

Total # of Rectangular 

regions 

Time elapsed  

1X1 (1,1,1,1) (1,1,1,1) 1 <1sec. 

(1,1,1,1) 

(1,1,1,2) 

1X2 (1,1,1,2) 

(1,2,1,2) 

 

3 

 

<1sec. 

(1,1,1,1) 

(1,1,1,2) 

(1,1,1,3) 

(1,2,1,2) 

(1,2,1,3) 

1X3 (1,1,1,3) 

(1,3,1,3) 

6 <1sec. 

(1,1,1,1) 

(1,1,1,2) 

(1,1,1,3) 

(1,2,1,2) 

(1,2,1,3) 

(1,3,1,3) 

(1,1,2,1) 

(1,1,2,2) 

(1,1,2,3) 

(1,2,2,2) 

(1,2,2,3) 

(1,3,2,3) 

(2,1,2,1) 

(2,1,2,2) 

(2,1,2,3) 

(2,2,2,2) 

(2,2,2,3) 

2X3 (1,1,2,3) 

(2,3,2,3) 

18 <1sec. 

39X24  (1,1,39,24) (1,1,1,1) …(39,24,39,24) 234,000 2min. & 3sec. 

40X25  (1,1,40,25) (1,1,1,1) …(40,25,40,25) 266,500 2min. & 33 sec. 

AXB    (1,1, A, B) (1,1,1,1) …(A, B, A, B) [1+2+3…+(A-1)+A] x 

[1+2+3…+(B-1)+B] 

 

Table 4.5.  Rectangular regions formed from pixel coordinates of a given segmented 

region and the time elapsed to accomplish the task.  
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Black pixels are excitatory where as white pixels are inhibitory of a rectangular region. 

The rectangular region is evaluated by the values of pixels it contains. A simple 

calculation to get the value of a rectangle of dimension of (x1, y1, x2, y2) is given as 

follows: 

Let  B= 









=∑∑

= =

BLACKj)pixel(i,  where,j)pixel(i,
2

1

2

1

x

xi

y

yj

 

 W= 









=∑∑

= =

WHITEj)pixel(i,  where,j)pixel(i,
2

1

2

1

x

xi

y

yj

 

Value (x1,y1,x2,y2) = B – W 

 

This value is calculated for every combination of rectangular regions in the segmented 

character image and the one having the highest value is selected. The value of the 

rectangular region can be adjusted not to contain white pixels. This could be done by 

increasing the values of the inhibitor (white pixel). If the rectangular region contained 

more inhibitors its value would decrease drastically. In effect, it would not be selected.  

Implementing this logic gave the following results for the given types of image 

structures. The boundaries of the rectangular region having the highest value is colored 

with red. 
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Rectangular region having highest value 
Structure 

Value=B-0xW Value=B-1xW Value=B-2xW Value=B-20xW 

     

     

   
  

     

 
    

     
  

Table 4.6.   Rectangular regions selected as having the highest values. 

 

The interpretation of the formula used is given below. 

Value=B-0xW: In order to increase the dimension of the rectangular region, a black 

pixel is needed. 

Value=B-1xW: In order to increase the dimension of the rectangular region, at least a 

black pixel should exist for each white pixel added due to the increase 

in dimension. 

 Value=B-2xW: In order to increase the dimension of the rectangular region, at least 

two fold black pixels should exist for each white pixel added due to 

the increase in dimension. 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(a) 

(a) Original image.  

(b) Value=B.  (c)   Value=B-W.  

(d) Value=B-2xW. (e) Value=B-20xW 

 

Value=B-20xW: In order to increase the dimension of the rectangular region, at least 

twenty fold black pixels should exist for each white pixel added due to 

the increase in dimension. 

When each of the above formula were implemented on Amharic text, the following 

results were found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7.     Results of  pattern extraction algorithm implemented on Amharic text. 

 

 

After each rectangular region is identified, a threshold is used to classify the region into 

primitives and connectors. The threshold is set through experimentation and a primitive 

should satisfy the following condition (see Appendix VII).  

• The number of black pixels the rectangle contains must exceed 4. This also helps 

to remove noise pixels created during scanning. 

• The height of the rectangle should be greater than its width. 
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If the rectangle does not satisfy the above-mentioned criteria, it will be considered as a 

connector. The red-colored rectangular region shows the primitives selected based on this 

criteria.   

 

As can be observed from the above figure, as the value of inhibitors (white pixels) 

increase, primitive extraction becomes more and more accurate. Because of this trend a 

randomly selected very large number, 2000, is used to multiply inhibitors (white pixels). 

This strictly prohibited the rectangular region from including white pixels. To favor 

primitives, another criterion was added through experimentation. The criterion was the 

area of the rectangular region. Observation showed that most primitives are thicker than 

the connectors and thus have higher area. This helped to give higher priority for 

primitives and they could be selected first than connectors of the same value.  By 

including all the above criteria the following code was developed for the primitive 

extraction of Amharic characters.  
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Figure 4.8.     Implementation of primitive extraction for Amharic characters. 

 

 

 

 

IdetifyCharacterImageBoundary(Left, Right, Top, Bottom) 

 

X=PrimitiveRegion.Left; 

Y=PrimitiveRegion.Top; 

for(i=PrimitiveRegion.Left;i<=X;i++) 

for(X=i;X<=PrimitiveRegion.Right;X++) 

 for(j=PrimitiveRegion.Top;j<=Y;j++) 

      for(Y=j;Y<=PrimitiveRegion.Bottom;Y++) 

     { 

  B=0; 

  NoBlackPixels=0; 

  for (q=i;q<=X;q++) 

                  for(r=j;r<=Y;r++) 

       { 

   if (dcImage.GetPixel(q,r)==m_Black) 

   { 

            B=B+1+(Y-j)*(X-i); 

         NoBlackPixels++; 

   } 

   else if(dcImage.GetPixel(q,r)==m_White) 

   { 

        B=B-2000-(Y-j)*(X-i); 

        NoBlackPixels--; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

         B=B-2000-(Y-j)*(X-i); 

         NoBlackPixels--; 

   } 

       } 

      if(B>MaxB) 

      { 

        MaxB=B;  

     NBP=NoBlackPixels; 

        x1=i; 

        y1=j; 

        x2=X; 

        y2=Y; 

       }      

     } 
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4.8. PATTERN GENERATION 

 

After primitives of a character have been extracted a pattern has to be generated for the 

training and recognition system. But, in order to generate a pattern of primitives 

(sentence), the primitives themselves should be stored in some standard way. As 

discussed before, a tree data structure is used for primitive storage. After primitives are 

extracted, the whole task of pattern generation has the following three procedures: 

selection of the root primitive, construction of primitive tree and parsing the primitive 

tree.  

 

4.8.1. Selection of the Root Primitive 

The difference in the selection of the root primitive (the starting symbol in formal 

language theory) in the construction of primitive tree may result in the difference of 

patterns generated for a single character. Therefore, there should be a standard way to 

select the root primitive. An algorithm developed for selection of root primitive was 

taking the left top primitive of the character image. This was implemented and promising 

result was found. That is, for any two Amharic character images having different 

structures, they didn’t produce the same pattern and for the same character it always have 

the same root primitive.    

 

The algorithm developed for selecting the root primitive is the following. 

GET A LIST OF EXTRACTED PRIMITIVES 

Set the first detected primitive as the root primitive 

While (there are next primitives in the list) 
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{ 

  Current primitive=next primitive in the list 

 If (current primitive is connected at the left top of root primitive) 

  Root primitive=current primitive 

 Else If (current primitive is connected at the left middle of root primitive) 

  Root primitive=current primitive 

 Else If (current primitive is connected at the left bottom of root primitive) 

  Root primitive=current primitive 

} 

4.8.2. Construction of Primitive Tree 

Once the root primitive is found the next step is construction of the primitive tree. As 

stated before, the primitive tree is used to hold primitives’ information and their 

relationship. A recursive algorithm is used to implement this procedure. A C++ 

implementation of the procedure is given below. 
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Figure 4.9.     Implementation of primitive tree construction. 

 

The function LeftTopPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo) returns primitive numbers if 

there is any one connected at the left top region of the current primitive. If there isn’t any 

it returns 0. In addition, if a primitive is connected at the left top region of the current 

primitive, the connection type also determined here (based on Table 4.3).  The 

implementation of the function is here below. Other similar functions use the same logic 

and for their implementation see Appendix II. 

void CEthiopicOCRView::BuildPrimitiveTree(struct PrimitiveTree *CurrPrimTreePtr) 

{ 

 if(LeftTopPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)!=0) 

 { 

  AddLeftTop(CurrPrimTreePtr,LeftTopPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)); 

  BuildPrimitiveTree(CurrPrimTreePtr->LeftTop); 

 } 

 if(LeftMiddlePrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)!=0)  

 { 

  AddLeftMiddle(CurrPrimTreePtr,LeftMiddlePrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)); 

  BuildPrimitiveTree(CurrPrimTreePtr->LeftMiddle); 

 } 

 if(LeftBottomPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)!=0)  

 { 

  AddLeftBottom(CurrPrimTreePtr,LeftBottomPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)); 

  BuildPrimitiveTree(CurrPrimTreePtr->LeftBottom); 

 } 

 if(RightTopPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)!=0)  

 { 

  AddRightTop(CurrPrimTreePtr,RightTopPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)); 

  BuildPrimitiveTree(CurrPrimTreePtr->RightTop); 

 } 

 if(RightMiddle1Primitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)!=0)  

 { 

  AddRightMiddle1(CurrPrimTreePtr,RightMiddle1Primitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)); 

  BuildPrimitiveTree(CurrPrimTreePtr->RightMiddle1); 

 } 

 if(RightMiddle2Primitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)!=0)  

 { 

  AddRightMiddle2(CurrPrimTreePtr,RightMiddle2Primitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)); 

  BuildPrimitiveTree(CurrPrimTreePtr->RightMiddle2); 

 } 

 if(RightBottomPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)!=0)  

 { 

  AddRightBottom(CurrPrimTreePtr,RightBottomPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)); 

  BuildPrimitiveTree(CurrPrimTreePtr->RightBottom); 

 } 

} 
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int CEthiopicOCRView::LeftTopPrimitive(int CurrPrimNo) 

{ 

 int RetValue,ConType=0; 

 bool Connected=FALSE; 

 bool TT=FALSE,MT=FALSE,BT=FALSE,MB=FALSE,BM=FALSE,MM=FALSE,BB=FALSE; 

 struct PrimitiveList *CurrPrimPtr; 

 CurrPrimPtr=RootPrim; 

 while((!Connected)&&(CurrPrimPtr!=NULL)) 

 { 

    if((!CurrPrimPtr->Marked)&&(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo!=CurrPrimNo)) 

    { 

   TT=TopTopConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo); 

   MT=MiddleTopConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo); 

   BT=BottomTopConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo); 

   MB=MiddleBottomConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo); 

   BM=BottomMiddleConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo); 

   MM=MiddleMiddleConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo); 

   BB=BottomBottomConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo); 

   if(TT||MT||BT) 

   { 

    Connected=TRUE; 

    if(TT) 

    { 

     ConType=16; 

     if(MB) ConType=28; 

     if(BM) ConType=26; 

     if(BB) ConType=27; 

     if(MM) 

     { 

      if(BM) ConType=30; 

      if(BB) ConType=31; 

     } 

    } 

    else if(MT) 

    { 

     ConType=4; 

     if(MB) ConType=13; 

     if(BM) ConType=12; 

     if(BB) ConType=9; 

    } 

    else if(BT) ConType=2; 

   } 

    }//if 

    if(!Connected) CurrPrimPtr=CurrPrimPtr->Next; 

 } //while loop 

 if (!Connected) RetValue=0; 

 else  

 { 

  CurrPrimPtr->ConnectionType=ConType; 

  RetValue=CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo; 

 } return RetValue; 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10.     Implementation to check if there is a primitive is connected at the left top 

position of another primitive. 
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bool CEthiopicOCRView::TopTopConnection(int LeftPrimNo,int RightPrimNo) 

{ 

 // Tests if there is a top-top connection between two primitives 

 // whose unique numbers are LeftPrimNo and RightPrimNo. 

 // LeftPrimNo is the unique number of the primitive found in the left and 

 // RightPrimNo is the unique number of the primitive found in the right side. 

 // If top-top connection exists it returns TRUE, other wise it returns FALSE. 

 

 bool TTC=FALSE,Done=FALSE; 

 struct PrimitiveList *LeftPrimPtr,*RightPrimPtr; 

 struct ConnectorList *CurrConPtr;  

 LeftPrimPtr=RootPrim; 

 RightPrimPtr=RootPrim; 

 CurrConPtr=RootCon; 

 while((LeftPrimPtr->PrimNo!=LeftPrimNo)&&(LeftPrimPtr!=NULL)) 

  LeftPrimPtr=LeftPrimPtr->Next; 

 while((RightPrimPtr->PrimNo!=RightPrimNo)&&(RightPrimPtr!=NULL)) 

  RightPrimPtr=RightPrimPtr->Next; 

 

 while((CurrConPtr!=NULL)&&(!Done)) 

 { 

       if((LeftPrimPtr->Top-CurrConPtr->Top<=CurrConPtr->Bottom-CurrConPtr->Top+1)&& 

           (CurrConPtr->Bottom-LeftPrimPtr->Top<=CurrConPtr->Bottom-CurrConPtr->Top)&& 

           (CurrConPtr->Right-LeftPrimPtr->Right>=1)&& 

           (CurrConPtr->Left-LeftPrimPtr->Right<=1)) 

          { 

  if((RightPrimPtr->Top-CurrConPtr->Top<=CurrConPtr->Bottom-CurrConPtr->Top+1)&& 

      (CurrConPtr->Bottom-RightPrimPtr->Top<=CurrConPtr->Bottom-CurrConPtr->Top)&& 

      (RightPrimPtr->Left-CurrConPtr->Left>=1)&& 

      (CurrConPtr->Right-RightPrimPtr->Left>=-1)) 

  { 

   TTC=TRUE; 

   Done=TRUE; 

  } 

           } 

          CurrConPtr=CurrConPtr->Next; 

 } 

 

 return TTC; 

} 

 

The function TopTopConnection(CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo,CurrPrimNo) checks if the two 

primitives (having primitive numbers CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo and CurrPrimNo) are 

connected in   top-top mode. If there is successful connection, the function returns TRUE; 

otherwise it returns FALSE. The implementation of this function is give below. Other 

similar functions do the same logic and for their implementation see Appendix II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11.    Implementation of detection of top-top connection between two primitives. 
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void CEthiopicOCRView::AddLeftTop(struct PrimitiveTree *CurrPrimTreePtr, int PrimitiveNo) 

{ 

 

 // Appends a primitve whose unique number is PrimitiveNo at the left-top position  

 // of the node of the PrimitiveTree pointed by CurrPrimTreePtr. 

  

 struct PrimitiveList *CurrPrimPtr; 

 struct PrimitiveTree *NewPrimTree; 

 

 NewPrimTree=new PrimitiveTree; 

 NewPrimTree->LeftTop=NULL; 

 NewPrimTree->LeftMiddle=NULL; 

 NewPrimTree->LeftBottom=NULL; 

 NewPrimTree->RightTop=NULL; 

 NewPrimTree->RightMiddle1=NULL; 

 NewPrimTree->RightMiddle2=NULL; 

 NewPrimTree->RightBottom=NULL; 

   

 CurrPrimPtr=RootPrim; 

 while((CurrPrimPtr->PrimNo!=PrimitiveNo)&&(CurrPrimPtr!=NULL)) 

  CurrPrimPtr=CurrPrimPtr->Next; 

 

 

 CurrPrimPtr->Marked=TRUE; 

 NewPrimTree->PrimitiveType=CurrPrimPtr->PrimitiveType; 

 NewPrimTree->ConnectionType=CurrPrimPtr->ConnectionType; 

 NewPrimTree->PrimNo=PrimitiveNo; 

 

 CurrPrimTreePtr->LeftTop=NewPrimTree; 

} 

The function AddLeftTop(CurrPrimTreePtr,LeftTopPrimitive(CurrPrimTreePtr->PrimNo)) 

appends the detected left top primitive at the left top pointer of the current primitive in 

the primitive tree. The implementation of this function is given below. Other similar 

functions do the same logic and for their implementation see Appendix II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12.     Implementation of appending a primitive at the left top position of another 

primitive that is already appended in the primitive tree. 

 

All the above procedures work only if there are successful connections between 

primitives in a character. A primitive may not be connected to any other primitive, 

usually for two reasons. The first is due to absence of connection, for example, in 
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degraded documents. The second is that sometimes the system developed may not detect 

connectors between primitives. In order to improve recognition accuracy, the 

unconnected primitives should also be included in the primitive tree in their right position 

but with no connection type information (connection type=0). Observation showed that 

most unconnected primitives are considered as if they are connected to an immediate 

right primitive. Thus, an immediate right primitive is searched in the list of primitives and 

if found, the position of this primitive is again searched in the primitive tree. Finally, the 

unconnected primitive is appended at an empty pointer of the right position. If there is no 

immediate right primitive an immediate left primitive is searched and the same procedure 

is applied as previous. The C++ implementation of this module (void 

CEthiopicOCRView:: AppendToPrimitiveTree(int PrimitiveNo)) is found in Appendix 

VII. Once the primitive tree is built the next step is generation of patterns from 

primitives. 

4.8.3. Generation of Patterns of Primitives 

Generation of input patterns of primitives use the same logic as primitive tree 

construction procedures. In-order tree traversal is used to parse the tree. The three left 

nodes are parsed first and then the parent node is parsed; finally the right nodes are 

parsed. A recursive algorithm is also used to generate patterns of primitives. The C++ 

implementation is given below. 
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void CEthiopicOCRView::GeneratePattern(struct PrimitiveTree *PrimTreePtr) 

{ 

      if(PrimTreePtr!=NULL) 

      { 

 if(PrimTreePtr->LeftTop!=NULL)  GeneratePattern(PrimTreePtr->LeftTop); 

 if(PrimTreePtr->LeftMiddle!=NULL)  GeneratePattern(PrimTreePtr->LeftMiddle); 

 if(PrimTreePtr->LeftBottom!=NULL)  GeneratePattern(PrimTreePtr->LeftBottom); 

  BinarizePrimitive(PrimTreePtr->ConnectionType,PrimTreePtr->PrimitiveType); 

 if(PrimTreePtr->RightTop!=NULL)  GeneratePattern(PrimTreePtr->RightTop); 

 if(PrimTreePtr->RightMiddle1!=NULL)  GeneratePattern(PrimTreePtr->RightMiddle1); 

 if(PrimTreePtr->RightMiddle2!=NULL)  GeneratePattern(PrimTreePtr->RightMiddle2); 

 if(PrimTreePtr->RightBottom!=NULL)  GeneratePattern(PrimTreePtr->RightBottom); 

      } 

}  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13.     Implementation of input pattern generation. 

 

The BinarizePrimitive(PrimTreePtr->ConnectionType,PrimTreePtr->PrimitiveType) 

mudule  changes decimal number representation of connection type of a primitive in to 

five-digit binary number and primitive type of a primitive in to three-digit binary number. 

And finally, the module writes the result to a text file which is to be used by the neural 

network either for training or testing. If the number of binary digits generated from 

patterns of primitives is less than 64, a series of 0’s is written on the file until the total 

number reaches 64. This is to generate the same number of binary digits as the longest 

number of binary digits (the Amharic character  has the maximum number of 

primitives, i.e., 8. Thus it has 40 binary digits for connection types (remember that each 

primitive has one connection type and each connection type is represented by 5-digit 

binary number) and 24 binary digits for primitive types (each primitive type is 

represented by 3-digit binary number). This gives a total of 64 binary digits. It means that 

the number of strings generated by the system is 64. 
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4.9. TRAINING PATTERNS WITH NEURAL NETWORK 

In the previous sections the image data is processed and changed in to a 64-digit binary 

number. This 64-digit binary number is used as input to the neural network. The learning 

system used in this study is supervised learning because the neural network system 

should be told to which character each segmented image belongs. Therefore, in the 

training phase the neural network have information about the class of the input pattern. 

To tell the neural network that this 64-digit binary number belongs to an Amharic 

character, for each segmented character image in the document, a dialog box that 

contains all Amharic characters is displayed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14.   A dialog used box to select a character to which an image belongs. 

 

All Amharic characters are stored in the database and all characters are given numeric 

codes. The Unicode value of characters was not used because some Amharic characters 

are represented by two Unicode values (e.g. bù). The trainer selects one of those 
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characters and gives it to the system. Then the corresponding character code is changed 

in to 8-digit binary number (the number of Amharic core characters is 231 and can be 

represented by 8- digit binary numbers). This 8-digit binary number is written in the text 

file in front of the generated 64-digit binary number. Thus, a total of 72-digit binary 

number is used to represent both the actual character (the first 8 digits) and the character 

image (the last 64 digits).  

 

Due to limitation of time from the 231 Amharic core characters, 118 of them were used 

to train the network. The characters were typed with VG2000 Agazian font type of sizes 

10 and 12. Then the documents were prepared for training using the procedures 

previously discussed.    

 

BrainMaker neural network software has an associated tool, NetMaker that converts text 

files into BrainMaker network files. In the NetMaker tool, the first 8 columns are 

assigned as output patterns and the next 64 columns are assigned as input values, as 

shown below. With this network file training can then be started.  
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Figure 4.15.   Preparing BrainMaker network file using NetMaker tool. 

 

The neural network training procedure used in this study was the one used by Berhanu 

(1999). The flowchart of the procedure is given below. 
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Figure 4.16.   Flowchart of neural network training. 

 

Using this procedure, the number of input nodes and output nodes were determined as 64 

and 8 respectively. Initially, training was started based on the default network parameters 

(learning rate=1.0; neuron function= sigmoid; training tolerance=0.100; testing 

tolerance=0.400; training noise=0.00; number of hidden layers=1; number of hidden 

nodes= 64; network weights=small randomly chosen numbers; number of test data= 10% 

of the data set) and gave the following network progress. 
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Figure 4.17.   BrainMaker Network progress using default parameters. 

 

This data was tested with the whole data set (both training and test sets) and seven 

characters were classified as unknown.   

 

Training had been continued by changing the different network parameters until the 

desired performance was registered. Finally, a network model was selected that 

recognized all the data set. The model had the following network parameter changes over 

the default settings: Learning rate= 0.250; Connection noise=0.100. 

 
Figure 4.18.   BrainMaker Network progress for the selected model. 
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There were no bad data for the network. The Average and RMS Errors were 0.0299    and 

0.0420, respectively.  

 

4.10. RECOGNITION 

Recognition of the Amharic OCR system developed in this study is based on the outputs 

of the neural network model selected as the best. The procedures for input pattern 

generation from the character images are the same as previously used algorithms. But, 

here only the pattern of character images is needed. This pattern will be fed in to the 

developed neural network model and the network tests the pattern and predicts an output. 

The output pattern is converted into decimal number. The system classifies/recognizes 

based on the generated decimal number, as discussed in section 4.5. The procedure is 

summarized in Figure 4.5. 

 

4.11. AN IMPROVED PRIMITIVE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM 

The algorithm used so far for primitive extraction had drawbacks. The time it took to 

extract all primitives and connectors was too long. This was so because each combination 

of rectangular shape in the segmented region was considered for the existence of 

primitives and connectors. Besides, there was variation in time during extraction of 

primitives. The experiment showed that time variation comes in two cases. 
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(i) Font size variation  

As the font size increases, obviously the rectangular regions to be compared will also 

increase. As a result of this the time needed also increases. As shown in Table 4.5, a 

small increase in segmented region may cause very high increase in time elapsed. 

 

(ii) Font type variation  

Font types having rectangular primitives needed less time than primitives of 

paralleleogramic shapes. As stated earlier, paralleleogramic and curved primitives are 

considered in this algorithm as the combination of two or more rectangular primitives. 

This increases the time needed to extract all rectangular primitives in a single non-

rectangular primitive.  The result of the experiment concerning the effect of font type and 

font size variation on the time elapsed to extract primitives is shown below. 

 

Character Font type Font size Output 
Time elapsed to 

extract all primitives 

  
AGF-Zemen 14  45 sec. 

  
ALXEthiopian 14 

 
1 min. & 16 sec. 

  
VGMain 2000 14  3 min. & 3 sec. 

  
VG2000 Agazian 14  21 sec. 

 
AGF-Zemen 20 

 
7 min. & 27 Sec. 

 

ALXEthiopian 20 
 

15 min. & 15 sec. 

 
VGMain 2000 20 

 
20 minutes 

  
VG2000 Agazian 20 

 

1 min. & 27 sec. 

Table 4.7.   Comparison of computational speeds of different font types and sizes. 
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The time needed to finish extraction of primitives and connectors is highly dependent on 

the type of the font. A primitive having vertical shape can be detected by one pass. But if 

the primitive is non-rectangular, this algorithm considers the primitive as the combination 

of more than one rectangular shapes and so it needs many passes to finish extraction.  

 

As can be seen, even though primitives and connectors are extracted fairly this approach 

is impractical due to its slowness. This led the researcher to find another approach to 

extract primitives. 

 

The second approach is based on the assumption that primitives of character image are 

built from a group of black pixels that form a series of similar height columns and similar 

width rows. Therefore, the first step in primitive extraction is extracting column and row 

information of the segmented character image. Then, column and row information is 

tested if they are similar to their neighbors. If they are similar then they belong to the 

same primitive; other wise not.  This whole process includes the following steps. 

 

1. Collection of column information with in the boundary. 

After the boundary of the character image is identified, as in the previous algorithm for 

primitive extraction, all columns pixel information is extracted. This helps to identify a 

single pixel wide vertical line. Each column information is collected, i.e., when a column 

containing series of black pixels is found the column number, beginning and ending 

points are registered. The column number is the x-value of the pixel and the beginning 

and ending points are row numbers, i.e., the y-value. In a column there may exist more 

than one column information (as in the case of R). In this case, even though their column 
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number is the same they differ from one another in their beginning and ending points. 

With this idea, all the columns information within the boundary of the character image 

are handled. The data structure used to implement this step is the following. 

struct ColumnInfo 

{ 

 int ColumnNo; // the column number ,i.e., the x-value of the pixel 

 int BegPnt,EndPnt; // the row number where the column information  

           // begins and ends, i.e., the y-value of the pixel 

 bool NewCol; // used to mark if new column-wise primitive is expected to exist 

             // at the following column and will be used by steps 5 and  6.   

             // At this step only the first column information is set to TRUE.  

struct ColumnInfo *Next; // a pointer used to point to the next column 

information 

}; 

 

Figure 4.19.   An example that shows how column information is handled  

 

2. Collection of row information with in the boundary 

This step is similar to step 2; but in this case row-wise information is handled. Like step 

2, the input of this step is step 1. Here, for each row in the boundary of the character 

image, the row number, beginning points and ending points are collected. The row 

number is the y-value of the pixel and the beginning and ending points are column 

numbers, i.e., the x-value. Like step 2, in a row there may exist more than one row 

information (as in the case of b). The data structure used to hold row-wise information is 

the following. 

 

 

 

ColumnNo=13 

BegPnt=20 

EndPnt=27 

NewCol=TRUE 

ColumnNo=14 

BegPnt=20 

EndPnt=27 

NewCol=FALSE 

ColumnNo=14 

BegPnt=32 

EndPnt=40 

NewCol=FALSE 

ColumnNo=15 

BegPnt=20 

EndPnt=27 

NewCol=FALSE 

ColumnNo=15 

BegPnt=31 

EndPnt=40 

NewCol=FALSE 

NULL 
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RowNo=20 

BegPnt=13 

EndPnt=19 

NewRow=TRUE 

RowNo=21 

BegPnt=12 

EndPnt=19 

NewRow=FALSE 

RowNo=22 

BegPnt=12 

EndPnt=20 

NewRow=FALSE 

RowNo=21 

BegPnt=30 

EndPnt=39 

NewRow=TRUE  

RowNo=22 

BegPnt=31 

EndPnt=40 

NewRow=FALSE 

NULL 

struct RowInfo 

{ 

 int RowNo; // the row number ,i.e., the y-value of the pixel 

 int BegPnt,EndPnt; // the column number where the row information  

           // begins and ends, i.e., the x-value of the pixel 

 bool NewRow; // used to mark if new row-wise primitive is expected to exist 

               // at the following row and will be used by steps 4 and 7.  

               // At this step only the first row information is set to TRUE.    

 struct RowInfo *Next; // a pointer used to point to the next row information 

}; 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20.   An example that shows how row information is handled. 

        

3. Grouping of similar-valued row information 

Step 2 simply collects row information in the order of row number. When more than one 

row information exists in a single row, the order is by their beginning point. Thus, row 

information following it in the linked list may not be its neighboring row. The purpose of 

this step is, therefore, to rearrange row information in such a way that any row 

information following it in the linked list is either similar-valued row or it is the start of 

another group of row information.    

 

 

Figure 4.21.   Regrouping of row information of Figure 4.20. 

 

The flowchart used to implement this procedure is shown in the following flowchart. 

RowNo=20 

BegPnt=13 

EndPnt=19 

NewRow=TRUE 

RowNo=21 

BegPnt=12 

EndPnt=19 

NewRow=FALSE 

RowNo=21 

BegPnt=30 

EndPnt=39 

NewRow=FALSE 

RowNo=22 

BegPnt=12 

EndPnt=20 

NewRow=FALSE 

RowNo=22 

BegPnt=31 

EndPnt=40 

NewRow=FALSE 

NULL 
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Figure 4.22.   The flowchart used to implement regrouping of row information. 
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No 
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No 
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No 
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No 
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No 

No 

Current row information = NULL? Finished 

 Set current row 

information to be the 
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Is this row information in the same    
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rearrange the rest 
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Is RowNo of this row 
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current row info + 1? 
 

Move to the next 

row information  

Is RowNo of this row 

information <=RowNo of 

current row info? 
 

Mark next row information to the 

current row information as   the 

starting point for new row-wise 

primitive  

Set current row 

information to be the first 

row information 
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ColumnNo=13 

BegPnt=20 

EndPnt=27 

NewCol=TRUE 

ColumnNo=14 

BegPnt=20 

EndPnt=27 

NewCol=FALSE 

ColumnNo=15 

BegPnt=20 

EndPnt=27 

NewCol=FALSE 

ColumnNo=14 

BegPnt=32 

EndPnt=40 

NewCol=TRUE 

ColumnNo=15 

BegPnt=31 

EndPnt=40 

NewCol=FALSE 

NULL 

4. Grouping of similar-valued column information 

This step is similar to step 4; but in this case rearrangement is made for column 

information that is collected at step 2.  The purpose of this step is, therefore, to rearrange 

column information in such a way that any column information following it in the linked 

list is either similar-valued column or it is the start of another group of column 

information.    

 

 

 

Figure 4.23.   Regrouping of column information of Figure 4.19. 

 

The flowchart used to implement this procedure similar to Figure 4.22, except rows are 

substituted by columns. 

 

5. Extraction of column-wise primitives 

Column-wise primitive are created based on the column information rearranged at 

procedure 5. This procedure compares two consecutive column information and if there 

is great change, new column-wise primitive will be created. The following flowchart 

shows this procedure. 
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Figure 4.24.   The flowchart used to implement extraction of column-wise primitive. 
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No 

No 

No 

Yes Is NewCol of current column 

information=TRUE? 
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created primitive to be the EndPnt, 
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created primitive? 
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Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes Is NewRow of current row 

information=TRUE? 

Create row-wise primitive;  

Set xTL, xTR, xBL and xBR, Left, right, 

top and bottom of this primitive to be the 

BegPnt, EndPnt, BegPnt, EndPnt, BegPnt, 

EndPnt, RowNo and RowNo of current 

row information, respectively  

Set xBL, xBR and bottom of previously 

created primitive to be the BegPnt, EndPnt 

and RowNo of the current row information, 

respectively 

Is BegPnt of current row                       

information < left of previously created 

primitive? 

Yes 

Set the left of previously created primitive to be 

the BegPnt of the current row information  

Yes 

No 

Set current column 

information to be the 

next row information 

Set current row information to be 

the first row information 

Is current row information=NULL? Finished 

Is EndPnt of current row                           

information > right of previously               

created primitive? 

Set the right of previously created primitive to be 

the EndPnt of the current row information  

6. Extraction of row-wise primitives 

Extraction of row-wise primitives follows similar logic and procedure as that of column-

wise primitive, only with some modifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.25.   The flowchart used to implement extraction of row-wise primitive. 
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Extraction of structural primitives 

Extraction of column-wise Extraction of row-wise primitives 

Grouping of similar-valued Grouping of similar-valued rows 

Collection of column information Collection of row information 

Identification of boundary of character image 

Segmentation 

Amharic document 

7. Extraction of structural primitives 

Structural primitives are constructed from the combination of row-wise primitives and 

column-wise primitives. This means, row-wise primitive must exits together with 

column-wise primitive to be considered as structural primitive and vice versa. The overall 

procedure is represented by the following flowchart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.26.   The flowchart used to implement extraction of structural primitive. 

 

All the eight procedures of this primitive extraction algorithm were implemented and 

tested on various randomly selected images and Amharic characters and gave the 

following results (boundaries of column-wise primitives are lined with red and blue 

colors one after the other, and boundaries of row-wise primitives are lined with green and 

pink colors one after the other). 
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Figure 4.27.   Result of the improved primitive extraction algorithm on various images 

and Amharic characters. 

This algorithm has the following advantages over the previous primitive extraction 

algorithm. 

1. The time it took to extract primitives is too low. Only 15 seconds time was used 

to extract primitives of an image of size 1000X1000. To compare, the time 

needed to extract one primitive of a 49X25 image was 2 minutes and 33 seconds 
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in the previous algorithm. The time elapsed was only a fraction of a second in the 

primitive extraction of an image size of 49X25 using the second algorithm.  

2. This algorithm doesn’t search only rectangular shapes. Parallelogram and 

irregular shapes are also searched. So paralleogramic shapes are detected in one 

pass. In the previous algorithm they need many passes as they are considered as 

combinations of many rectangles. 

  

4.12. THE ETHIOPICOCR PROTOTYPE 

In the previous sections implementations of preprocessing techniques are discussed. For 

these implementations a prototype, named EthiopicOCR, is developed. The main screen 

loaded with an image of Amharic document looks like Figure 4.28. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.28.   Main screen of EthiopicOCR loaded with an image of Amharic document. 
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The Processing menu is used to display other submenus that enable to give commands 

such as loading the image file, generating input and output patterns, and recognition. 

 

Load Image File submenu 

This submenu loads the scanned document on to the screen. The command assumes a file 

named Test2.bmp to be present in the folder //res. The output of this command is shown 

in Figure 4.28. 

 

Preprocessing submenu 

This submenu is a popup menu that contains another submenus, Segmentation and 

Boundary Identification. Segmentation assumes an image file is loaded on to the screen. 

Then it implements the segmentation algorithm used in this study. It helps to see the 

output of segmentation. A sample output is shown in Figure 14.6 (b). Boundary 

Identification implements the character image boundary identification algorithm 

discussed previously, it helps to see the output of character image boundary. A sample 

output is shown in Figure 14.6 (c). 

 

 Patten Generation submenu 

This is a popup submenu that generates input and output patterns of 0’ and 1’s from 

extracted primitives and their relationship of characters and writes them on a text file 

named //BrainRTS.txt. The output of this command will be used as an input for the neural 

network. A sample output is shown below. 
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Figure 4.29.   A text file containing patterns of 0’s and 1’s generated from images. 

 

Recognition 

This submenu accepts a command that passes through all the recognition procedures as 

discussed in section 4.5 and 4.10, and outputs a Microsoft Word document file named 

//RecognitionFile.doc. A sample output is shown in Appendices IV, V, and VI. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TESTING AND EVALUATION 
 

5.1. TESTING 

Using the selected neural network model documents written in VG2000 Agazian font of 

sizes 8, 12, and 14 were tested. To fairly compare and contrast the results between 

different font sizes, the content of the documents for each font size was made the same. 

The document was made to contain different areas of news like political, environmental, 

health and social issues. The document had 1010 characters, 466 of them were those 

included in the training set and the other 544 were found not included in the training set. 

The results of the experimentation are summarized in the following table. 

Characters included in the 

training set 

Characters not included in the 

training set 
Font 

size 
Classification Qualification No. of 

output 

chars. 

Total 

input 

Chars. 

% 

No. of 

output 

chars. 

Total 

input 

Chars. 

% 

Correctly  303 466 65.02 - - - 

Similarly 30 466 6.44 98 544 18.01 

Recognized  

Not similarly 21 466 4.51 104 544 19.12 

Correctly - - - 342 544 62.87 

8 

Marked Unknown 

Incorrectly 112 466 24.03 - - - 

Correctly  348 466 74.68 - - - 

Similarly 5 466 1.07 67 544 12.31 

Recognized  

Not similarly 4 466 0.86 36 544 6.62 

Correctly - - - 441 544 81.07 

12 

Marked Unknown 

Incorrectly 109 466 23.39 - - - 

Correctly  341 466 73.18 - - - 

Similarly 5 466 1.07 57 544 10.48 

Recognized  

Not similarly 24 466 5.15 106 544 19.48 

Correctly - - - 381 544 70.04 

14 

Marked Unknown 

Incorrectly 96 466 20.60 - - - 

 

Table 5.1.   Test results of the system developed for Amharic documents written with 

VG2000 font of sizes 8, 12, and 14. 
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5.2. EVALUATION 

The developed Amharic OCR system classified character images in to one of the 

following.  The system: 

• may recognize the character image correctly as expected. 

• may recognize the character image wrongly, but  the output having similar shape 

with the expected.  

• may recognize the character image wrongly, with no similarity between the output 

and the expected. 

• may classify the character image as unknown correctly (for characters not 

included in the training set). 

• may classify the character image as unknown wrongly (for characters included in 

the training set). 

5.2.1. General Error Analysis 

The errors encountered in the test result of the developed recognition system can be seen 

in two broad views: segmentation error and classification/recognition error. Segmentation 

error is an error occurred due to the segmentation algorithm implemented for this study. 

Two types of segmentation errors may exist in documents. The first type of segmentation 

error is considering one character as one or more characters. This type of error exists in 

degraded documents where primitive structures of a character are unconnected and in this 

study no such error was seen. The second type of segmentation error is considering two 

or more characters as one character. Such errors were seen in the sample test cases of the 

current study.  
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The classification/recognition error is an error occurred when the developed system 

wrongly classifies/recognizes characters. This might be misclassifying trained characters 

as unknowns or incorrectly recognizing characters. The system produced two types of 

wrong recognition. The first type of recognition error was an error in which the outputs 

are structurally similar with the input characters. For example, S may be recognized as s. 

The second type of recognition error was an error where the output character is not 

structurally similar with the input character image. 

 

5.2.2. Analysis of Results for VG2000 Agazian Font Size 12  

For the font size 12, the developed system correctly recognized 74.86% of the characters 

included in the training set. It also correctly classified 81.07 % of the characters not 

included in the training set as unknowns. This means the developed system correctly 

classified/recognized 789 of 1010 (78.12%).  

 

In the test data, 21.88% of the data was classified/recognized incorrectly. These errors 

were three types. The first types of errors were segmentation errors. And only two 

characters were found having segmentation errors; one from characters included in the 

training set and the other from those not included in the training set. The segmentation 

error noted in this case was between the characters ¥ and c in ›§¥cW. Thus, 

segmentation errors constitute only 0.90 % of the errors (0.20% of the test data). 
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The second types of errors were recognizing characters incorrectly.  In this case, 

characters included in the training set were recognized as other characters included in the 

training set. Some of them were structurally similar as the expected ones. For instance, t½ 

was recognized as t; T was recognized as n and C was recognized as T. The developed 

system also generated structurally dissimilar characters as compared with the expected 

ones. The cause of these errors was the inability of the system recognizing appendage 

primitive structures (this, in turn, is also caused by appendage primitives becoming below 

the threshold set for them). As compared to other font sizes, such errors were less in this 

test case.  Some characters not included in the training set were also recognized 

incorrectly. Much of them were recognized similarly as characters included in the 

training set. Most of these include s for S and l, ú for §, s¤ for l¤, and p for _.   

 

The third types of errors were misclassifying characters included in the training set as 

unknowns. These errors were the most frequently occurred errors (49.32% of the errors).  

 

5.2.3. Analysis of Results for VG2000 Agazian Font Size 8  

For the font of size 8, the developed system correctly recognized 65.02% of the 

characters included in the training set. It also correctly classified 62.87 % of the 

characters not included in the training set as unknowns. Thus, the developed system 

correctly classified/recognized 63.86% of the data.  

 

In the test data, 36.14% of the data was classified/recognized incorrectly. Thirty-six 

characters were found having segmentation errors; eighteen from characters included in 
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the training set and the other eighteen from those not included in the training set. To 

mention some of the segmentation errors noted in this case:  between the characters W 

and L in yTWLD; between the characters Ñ and Ã in ÆlÑÃãC; between the characters 

¥ and c in ›§¥cW; and between the characters W and Y in WYYT. The test case 

encountered highest segmentation errors than other test cases. These types of errors 

covered 9.86% of the errors (3.56% of the test data). Thus, ignoring the segmentation 

errors, the system recognized 67.63% of the characters included in the training set. 

 

The other type of error encountered in the test data was recognizing characters included 

in the training set incorrectly.  Out of these types of errors, structurally similar outputs as 

actual characters constituted 8.22% of the errors. This error was the highest as compared 

to other test cases due to several reasons. One reason was that medium vertical line 

primitives were considered as long vertical line primitives (e.g. Æ was recognized as b 

and ú was recognized as s). The other reason was also that some of the appendage 

primitives were below the threshold set for them than other larger font size test cases.  

 

There were also errors where characters included in the training set were classified as 

incorrectly unknowns. Such types of errors constitute 30.68% of the errors and it was the 

highest number as compared to other test cases. As discussed above the segmentation 

error contributed for the increase of misclassification. 
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5.2.4. Analysis of Results for VG2000 Agazian Font Size 14  

For the test case of font size 14, the developed system correctly recognized 73.18% of the 

characters included in the training set. It also correctly classified 70.04% of the characters 

not included in the training set as unknowns. This means the developed system correctly 

classified/recognized 71.49% of the test data.  

 

In the test data, no segmentation error was observed. But, still 28.51% of the data was 

classified/recognized incorrectly. Except segmentation errors, the other errors observed 

were similar as those of other test cases, except small variation in number. 

 

5.2.5. General Discussion of the Results  

In general, the most frequent errors were those occurred by misclassification (incorrect 

recognition and incorrect unknown). The above table showed the most incorrectly 

recognized characters were those that were not included in the training set. This was, of 

course, due to the prediction capability of the neural network. Significant number of 

characters not included in the training set were predicted similarly.  

 

Observation of the test results also showed structurally more complex characters faced 

these recognition errors because as the number of primitive structures of a character 

increased the probability of a character being all primitives identified correctly would 

decrease. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

To exploit the application of OCR techniques to Amharic texts, the first research 

conducted was in 1997 at SISA. Since then, various preprocessing techniques such as 

segmentation, thinning, underline removal, image restoration, size normalization, feature 

extraction and slant correction algorithms had been adopted.  Attempts were also made to 

recognize various types of machine-printed, typewritten and handwritten Amharic 

documents.   

 

In the present study, an attempt is made to recognize Amharic text written with different 

font sizes. To this end, the segmentation algorithm implemented in previous researches is 

tested and a remarkable result is found, especially for font sizes 12 and 14. Thus, the 

same algorithm is used in this study to implement character segmentation. 

 

The developed system has two parts: pattern extraction and recognition. The pattern 

extraction part consists of primitive extraction, primitive tree building and pattern 

generation. Eight primitive structures and nine atomic connection/relationship types 

between two primitive structures (top-top, top-middle, top-bottom, middle-top, middle-

middle, middle-bottom, bottom-top, bottom-middle, bottom-bottom) are identified in 

Amharic characters. Between two primitives, there may exist one, two or three of these 
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connection types.  For this reason, out of these atomic connection types a total of 

nineteen exist between two primitives in Amharic characters.   

 

A special tree data structure having three left nodes and four right nodes is found to be 

effective to handle the relationship between primitives. The three left nodes hold 

primitives that are connected to the left of another primitive in a character (in Amharic 

characters a maximum of three primitives can be connected to the left of another 

primitive). The four right nodes hold primitives that are connected to another primitive in 

a character (in Amharic characters a maximum of four primitives can be connected to the 

right of another primitive).  

 

The first atomic connection type detected, as one goes from top to down, is used as the 

position where a primitive is appended to another. For example, suppose the following 

occurrences exist: two primitives are connected at two regions, say top-middle and 

bottom-middle; the primitive already appended in the primitive tree is the right primitive; 

the new primitive to be appended to the primitive tree is the left primitive. Thus, the left 

primitive will be appended to the primitive tree at the left middle node of the right 

primitive.   

 

The primitive tree used for handling primitives and their relationships is also effective in 

generating unique pattern of primitives and their relationship for each character using 

special in order traversal (first, the left nodes are traversed in top-middle-bottom order, 
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and then the parent node is traversed, and finally the right nodes are traversed again in 

top-middle-bottom order). 

 

The difficulties associated with making the syntactic approach work for practical 

problems outlined by Jain et al. (1999), as discussed in chapter two, were also the 

problems for this research. Since there is no previous work in this approach, the problems 

were even worse. The most difficult part in this study was implementation of identifying 

primitive structures from character images.  Two algorithms were developed to extract 

these structures. 

 

The first algorithm searches rectangular shaped primitives and slant primitives are 

considered as the combination of two or more rectangles. The second algorithm searches 

changes in the length of rows and columns. The second algorithm was found more 

efficient and effective to extract a single primitive. But because of time limitation only 

the first algorithm was implemented for further processing. Again due to shortage of 

time, identification of slant primitives is not implemented.  

 

The classification/recognition of the developed OCR system used neural networks. 

BrainMaker neural network software was used for this experiment. It uses numerical data 

both for training and recognition/prediction. For this reason, primitives and their 

relationship/connection type were assigned a decimal number. The assignment is made 

based on the fact that similar primitive types should have the more or less similar binary 
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representation of the decimal number. The same logic was also used for 

connection/relationship type.  

 

To prepare data for training input patterns are generated from primitives and their 

relationships and output patterns are generated from numeric character codes stored in a 

database. The network has 64 input nodes, 64 hidden nodes (of 1 layer), and 8 output 

nodes.  A supervised learning with a back propagation algorithm is used to train and 

select the best network model. This network model is integrated with the developed OCR 

system. For the recognition purpose, an input pattern is generated from the character 

image and tested by the model, and then the model will produce an output. Through 

experimentation, threshold value of above 0.9 is used to round up the value of each 

output node to 1. Output nodes having values less than 0.25 are considered as 0.  An 

output node having a value between 0.25 and 0.9 will lead the character image to be 

classified as unknown. The output is converted to decimal number and a character having 

numeric character code equal to the output decimal number is predicted. 

 

The developed system is trained with Amharic characters written with VG2000 Agazian 

font sizes of 10 and 12 and tested with sample documents of font sizes 8, 12 and 14. for 

the 8 font size, the developed system correctly recognized 65.02% of the characters 

included in the training set. It also correctly classified 62.87% of the characters not 

included in the training set as unknowns. For the 12 font size, the system correctly 

recognized 74.68% of the characters included in the training set. 81.07% of characters not 

included in the training set was also correctly classified as unknowns. The results for font 
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size 14 was also not far from the above two cases. The system correctly recognized 

73.18% of the characters included in the training set. For characters not included in the 

training set 70.04% was correctly classified as unknowns. 

 

The problems encountered in this study were mainly primitive extraction and/or 

identification. Medium vertical lines could sometimes be identified as long vertical lines 

or short vertical lines. Short vertical line primitives might also be considered as an 

appendage for larger fonts. Appendages for the font size-8 case were also sometimes 

becoming below the threshold set for them. The other problem special to the font size-8 

was the segmentation error. These problems and errors contributed to the decrease in 

classification/recognition accuracy. 

 

However, in general, the result showed that the approach used is more or less 

independent of the font size. But still, it should be noted that great improvement is 

expected in the primitive extraction part as the recognition accuracy relies mostly on it.  

 

In the next section recommendations are drawn that need to be considered to enhance the 

performance of the OCR section. 
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5.2. RECOMMENDATION 

In order to design a versatile Amharic OCR system, the following recommendations are 

forwarded for further research. 

1. The segmentation algorithm used in the current and previous studies worked 

reasonably for normal characters. But, it fails to segment italicized documents. 

Therefore, detailed image preprocessing techniques need to be developed. 

2. To fully utilize the developed Amharic OCR systems, there should be an 

algorithm integrated to detect forms, graphs and tables in Amharic documents. 

3. This study is the first to use structural/syntactic approach. There are no developed 

algorithms for primitive extraction, identification, and relationship/connection 

handling. For such procedures, much should be done. 

4. The second algorithm developed for primitive extraction is found to be better than 

the first in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness.   Better OCR system can be 

designed if the second algorithm is implemented for pattern extraction. 

5. A primitive may not be identified, as it should be. For example an appendage 

primitive may be identified as short vertical line. And of course, a primitive has a 

probability to be identified as another similar primitive.  Better result will be 

achieved if such probabilistic approach is integrated with the system.  

6. In order to use the developed system for any other font type, size and style, slant 

primitives need to be implemented and incorporated in the system developed.  

7. The present system developed is assumed to recognize black characters written on 

white paper. So, a system should also be incorporated to enable the Amharic OCR 

system to recognize documents written with any color with any background color. 
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8. To come up with better recognition accuracy and develop a versatile Amharic 

OCR system, the neural network should be trained with sufficient data of different 

font types, sizes and styles.    

9. Other languages such as English have huge number of character image databases 

that are representative of different fonts types, styles, and sizes for research 

purpose. But there is no such database for Amharic characters. In order to 

facilitate research in Amharic OCR, such database should be developed. 

10. Combining the results of different independently trained networks with different 

input pattern will result in a better classification capability. This method of using 

neural networks would increase recognition accuracy if implemented. 

11. Post processing techniques such as spell checking, grammar and semantic 

analysis need to be incorporated in order to improve recognition accuracy.  

12. Different Ethiopic softwares have their own writing styles and ASCII codes. To 

facilitate the researches undergoing in the area of character recognition, the 

representation of Ethiopic characters need to be standardized. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I.     The Amharic Character Set (Bender et al., 1976) 

Order 

1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
  4

th
  5

th
  6

th
  7

th
  

Labialized 

h hù £ ¦ ÿ H ç      
l lù lþ § l¤ L lÖ   §*   
¼ ¼ù ¼þ ˆ ¼¤ Þ ‡      
m Ñ ¸ ¥ » M ä   à   
¿ ¿ù œþ œ œ¤ o ƒ      
r „ ¶ ‰ Ê R é   …   
s sù sþ ú s¤ S î   ú*   
¹ ¹ù ¹þ š ¹¤ > ë   š*   
q qÜ qE Ý q½ Q ö ³ q& Ì Ì q“ 
b bù bþ Æ b¤ B ï   Æ*   
t tÜ tE ¬ t½ T è   a   
c cÜ cE Ò c½ C Ó   —   
^ ^ù ^þ ` ^¤ ~ ‹ ^Ö ^ º º¤ ^“ 
n nù nþ Â n¤ N ñ   •   
ß ßù ßþ ¾ ß¤ Ÿ ®   –   
x xù xþ ¨ x¤ X å      
w ý êE ê ê½ W ã      
; ;ù ›þ › ›¤ : â      
k kù kþ µ k¤ K ÷ kÖ k& µ* ùµ¤   k“ 
¡ ¡ù ¡þ á ¡¤ < ó      
z zù zþ ² z¤ Z ø   ²*   
¢ ¢Ü ¢E Ï ¢½ i Î   Ï*    
y † ‘ Ã ü Y ×      
g gù gþ U g¤ G ¯ gÖ g& Ù ùg¤ g“ 
d Ç Äþ Ä Á D ì   Ä*   
j ° ©þ © Ë J í      
« «ù «þ È «¤ _ õ   È*   
= Œ À Å ˜ u ô   ,   
™ ™ù ™þ Ú ™¤ A Û   Ú*   
{ {ù Éþ É É¤ I ò      
’ ’ù ’þ Ô ’¤ e Õ      
f û ð Í Ø F æ   Ð   
p pÜ pE  p½ P ±      
            
v vù vþ Š v¤ V ‹      
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Appendix II.    The Amharic Characters Included in the Training Set 

h hù    H ç 
¼ ¼ù ¼þ ˆ ¼¤ Þ ‡ 
m Ñ     ä 
¿ ¿ù œþ œ œ¤   
     R é 
s sù sþ ú s¤  î 
¹ ¹ù ¹þ š ¹¤  ë 
q  qE  q½ Q  
b bù bþ Æ b¤ B ï 
t tÜ tE  t½ T  
c cÜ cE  c½ C  
n nù nþ Â n¤  ñ 
ß ßù ßþ ¾ ß¤  ® 
w ý êE ê ê½ W  
; ;ù ›þ › ›¤   
k       
z zù zþ ² z¤ Z ø 
¢ ¢Ü ¢E Ï ¢½ i Î 
g gù gþ  g¤   
« «ù «þ È «¤  õ 
= Œ À Å ˜  ô 
{ {ù Éþ É É¤   
p pÜ pE  p½ P  
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Appendix III.   The Amharic Document Used for Test Case 

xRÆ MN+ HÄR yx!T×ùÃ ¥^b‰êE t/DîÂ L¥T fND ¸l!yN BR wÀ 

ÃSjm‰cW yN]#H m-_ W` PéjKèC ktÃz§cW yg!z@ sl@Ä bðT Xy-Âqq$ mçn# 

ys»N åä øN W` ¥:DNÂ x!nR©! mM¶Ã gl] wLÄ!Ã HÄR bk@¸µL :_rT lh#lTÂ 

SMNT ›m¬T tÌRõ ynbrW yöïÂ y§l!b§ kFt¾ 2¾ dr© TMHRT b@èC b@t 

Ñk‰ TMHRT bzNDéW yTMHRT zmN XNÄ!q_L mÊT §Y yttkl# y¯¥ ²æC 

XNKBµb@ XN¥YdrG§cW yxµÆb!W xRî xdéC xmlkt$ yÇR XNSúTN -Bö 

lTWLD ¥öyTN ›§¥cW Ãdrg# xSR ytf_é _b” KbÆT mÌÌ¥cWN yKLl# 

GBRÂ b!é  xS¬wq xMÆgnñc$ m¶ãC ks§M YLQ õRnt$N ymq-L F§¯T 

b!ñ‰cWM y?Zb#N _Ãq& ymmlS xQM XNdl@§cW y-öÑT bl@§ bk#L  bs»N 

¯NdR øN b¯NdR kt¥ b¸q_l#T ›m¬T yx@C xY v! x@DS b>¬N SR+T 

lmk§kLÂ b>t®CN lmNkÆkB y¸ÃSCL PéjKT y¸ÃzU°  xMST ÆlÑÃãC 

tmR-êL yøn# y]r x@DS xStÆÆ¶ ÷¸t& sBúb! xè ›l¥yh# nU yb>¬WN xúúb!nT 

xSmLKè  btzUj WYYT §Y XNdgl]#T ÆlÑÃãc$ xYÄ!x@ ktÆl MGÆr sÂY DRJT 

btlgsW  t-”¸ kçn#T ktäC xNÄ* lçnCW ¯NdR bxND wR g!z@ WS_ PéjKT 

qR]W ÃqRÆl# bxgR >¥Gl@ãC q§L QÈT Sl¸wSNÆcW tmLsW wd _Í¬cW 

Ymlúl# bøn# ±l!S mM¶Ã ywNjL mk§kLÂ MRm‰ KFL `§ð mè xl” GR¥ 

ÿRSî XNÄl#T ±l!S wNjl#N lmk§kL kl@§W |‰ QD¸Ã s_è XytNqúqs b!çNM 

^Brtsb# wNjl#N b¥WgZÂ lFTH xµ§T k¥QrB YLQ g#Ä†N b>MGLÂ XNÄ!ÃLQ 

ÃdRUL yl!Ñ wrÄ FRD b@T Ä¾ xè tSÍü îèr bFRD b@èC bk#L bDRg!t$ fÉ¸ãC 

§Y fÈN Wún@ XNÄYs_ yhgR >¥Gl@ãC bxµÆb!ÃcW ^BrtsB §Y t}:ñ 

XNd¸ÃdRg#Â yx”b@ ?G ¥Sr©ãC bg!z@W XNd¥YqRb# tÂGrêL bqÈY DRg!t$N 

fÉ¸ãC ?G ðT b¥QrB Xg² XNd¸ÃdRg# ¥S¬w”cWN êL¬ x!NæR»>N ¥:kL 

zGÆ*L 
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Appendix IV.    Result of the Test Case with Font of Size 8 

?Rb òn? HpER ?RT??Ô ??b?êE t¼«¤î? ?¹þT ??? m??? B? î¹¤ ?s?m?tÜW ?n{ù? 

m«ï W? ¡ï???? ?tÔzscW ?gþz s?? b?µ s?«Â?? mçnù ?så? ;ùä øn Wï 

?s?n? s?Ró ??? gs{ w??‘ ?>ï b?òk? s??T shùsTÂ sònT k¢E?T t?R? ?nb?W 

?qï? Ô?Rbú k?t? ?¾ ??? T?H?? b?? bt Ñk? TòH?T bz???W ?T?HRT zm? 

ß???p? m?T ú? ?ttk? ??ò z?? ?nkBkb sn˜?????W ??kÆbþW s?? ?«¤?n 

ßm?ktÜ Ônþ? ??súT? «Bq sTq? ??ÔT? ?ú?w ???gù ?sR ?t??? ?b? ?bÆT 

mqqÅ? ???? ?BRÂ bþï ?szî? sc½Æg?? m??C ksú? ??? ?RntÜn ?m?«? ?ú?T 

bþc½?cW? ?ÞZbù? ?«¤? Ômms? SQZ ?WîúcW ?«?ÑT b?? bk? bs?? ??«¤? øn 

b?nq½? kt? b??PsT ?mzT ??t s? sþ sþ?s b??n s?pT ?mk???? bst??? 

sm?kbkB ?ò?sn? P???T ?Z?z?? ?¹þsT Æ???C tm?«ê? ?ønù ?{? ?«¤s ?stÆb? 

ê½å? sB?bþ ?? Âs?Ôhù ?? ?b??? sssbþn? ?sm??? b?z>? u?t ?? ???gs{ùT 

bsûï ?ÔÔ? ktbs ZgÆ? sÂÔ ?R?nù btsgsW t«?W ?ç^¤? kt?K s?? ??n?? ï??? 

b??«¤ wR gþ? ?? ?ï’¤ïT ?ï{W ?q?Æs b?g? sµ???? qú? ?ÈT ss˜s?Æ?W 

tm?sW w? ï??cW ?m??? bø^¤ ?s? Ó??¹¤ ?wn?? mqEúkÄþ? ?ïm? k?? ïú? m? 

?s? µ?˜ b¤Rsî sn?sT ?ss w???n smk?qE? ks?W ?? Q«¤?? sï? s?tn?s¤qs 

bþçnZ ?B?tsbù ?nÁs? bîwgZÂ sÔTH sksT k???b ??Q ???n b?Zhù?? s???šQ 

«¤???? ?sþÑ w? ??? b¤? ?? s? ts?? ??? bÔ?? ??µ bk? b??gþtÜ ?É??? s? ?Èn 

ws¤? ???«¤s? ?hgR s????? b??Æ??W ?B?tsB ú? t??ñ ???????gù? ???b Þ? 

?Q???C b??? ??ˆ??q?bù t?g?ê½? b?È? ?R?z? ?Éåê½n Þ? ?T bòQ?B ?g² 

??????Rgù òs?wb¤W? êÄþ? ?????sn Zsk? zgÆ? 
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Appendix V.     Result of the Test Case with Font of Size 12 

?RÆ ?î? H?? ??T??? ??b?êE t¼?îÂ ?ZT ?Þ? ???? B? w? ?s?m??W ??{ùH 

m«? W? ?????C ?t?z?cW ?gþz¤ ??? b?T ??«?q? m?nù ??¹¤Þ ?ä ø? W? 

?s?î? ???? ???? gs{ w?u? ??? b???? sm?T s?sn? s??T ›m?T t??? ?n??W 

??ï? ?ú?b? ??tb¤ ?? ??? T?H?T b¤?? b¤t ?k? ??H?T bz???W ???H?T zms 

s????? m?T ú? ?ttksù ??Ó ²?T ??kB?b¤ ?s?????úcW ??>Æ?W ??î c½??C 

??sk? ?ø? ???úT? «B? sTW?? ¹¤??T? ?ú??W ‡??gù ??? ???gù¿ù pb? ?bÆT 

m?q?cW? ???s gBRÂ bþé ïs?w? ??Ægn?? m?Ñ? ks?? ??? õ?ntÜ? ?mq«s 

??¼þT bþ??cW? ?ÞZbù? p?q½ ?mms? ??? ????úc? ?«??T bs¤ú b?? ?s¹¤? ???? 

ø? b?s?? ?t? b¹¤???T ›m?T ??C ?? ? ??s bs?? s??T s?k???? bst?Cn 

smnkÆk? ???sC? ?ß??T ???z?? ??sT Æs???C tm?«ê? ?ø? ?{? ??s ??tÆÆ? 

m?t sBúbþ ?? ›s??hù n? ?bs?W? ?úúbþnT ??m??? btz?? W??T ú? ???g?{ùT 

ÆsÑ??? ???? ktÆs ?gÆ? sÂ? ???? btsgsW t«?¹¤ kç?T ktä? ??¹¤ sçn?W 

???? b>?? w? gþz¤ Ws? ????T ??{W ???Æs b?g? ????øC ??? QÈT 

??????ÆcW t??sW w? ???cW ?m?úsù bønù ?sþs m??? ?w??? mkúk?Â ?ïm? 

??? ??ø m? ?s? ??? ??sî ????T ??s w??ss ?mkúk? ??úW ?? ???? s?? 

ÞêEt?qúqs bþç?? ?B?tsbù w???? b?WgZÂ s?TH ??úT ??Q?B ??Q ???? 

b????Â ?????? ????? ?s? w?? ??? ?T ?? ?? t??? î?? b??? b¤?C b?? b?RgþtÜ 

?É??C ?? ?È? Wún¤ ????s? ?hgR ?¹¤???? b??Æbþ?cW ?B?tsB ?? tsso 

?n?????gùÂ ???b Þ? ?????C bgþz¤W ?n?Z??Rbù tÂ??ê? bqÈ? ?RgþtÜ? ?ÉZ?C Þ? 

?? b???B ?g² ï??????gù ???w??W? ê?? ???Rm?? ?sk? z?Æ? 
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Appendix VI.    Result of the Test Case with Font of Size 14 

?RÆ ˜?? H?R ?¹þ???¹þ ò¶b?êE t¼?îÂ ??T gþ?? ???? BR w? ???m?cW ??{ù? 

m«? W? Pé??¿C ?têEz?cW ?gþ? s?? bÄþ? ö?«Â?? m?nù ?s˜? ?ä ø? W? 

˜?«¤?Â ??R¶ m?_? gs{ w?å? ?˜bþ b??ks¤ ?˜?? ?hùs?Â sZ?T ›m?T tQ?? 

??b?W ??ïÂ ?ú?bú qE?t? ?? ??É ?òH?? m?C mt ÑqE? ?ÑH?? bz???W 

??ZH?T zm? ????P? m?ä ú? ???ks ??ò ²?? ???Bkb¤ ?????????W ???Æ?W 

?R‡ ??éC ??sktÜ ??R ö??úä¿ù «B? ?TW?? ?˜?T? ›?òcW ???gù ?sR ?t?P? 

Pb^ù ?bÆT m??òTW? ???sù HBRÂ bþ? ö??w? ??Ægn?? m?òC qEs?? ?gþ? ?Rn?¾ 

?m?«? ¿ùú?T bþÂ?cW˜ ?ÞZbù¾ ??? Ýmm?? ?QZ ö?öî??w ?«˜ÑT b?ú 

b?s¤ bs˜? ú??R ø? b???R qEt? bò???T ›m?T ??C ?Ô È ??s b??¿ù s??T 

??kúk?? bst?C? sm?kÆqEB ???sC? ????T ?Ñ?z?˜ ?Z?T Æs???C tm?«ê? 

?ø^¤ ?{? ??? ¢?tÆÆ? ??? sB?bþ ¢? ›?ò?hù n? ?b??W¿ù ?úúbþnä ??m??? 

btz?? W??? ?? ???gs{ù? ÆsÑ?Z? ??¢E? qEtÆ? ZýÆ? ?Â? ?RJT bt?gsW 

t«?? kçnùT qEtäC ??? ??nCW ?ú«¤R b??? w? gþ? Ws? ?sÄ?T ?R{W Äþ??Æs 

b¹þgR ?ò???C ?ú? QÈT ss?ws?Æ?W tms¤sW w? P??cW ¢m?¼s bø^¤ c½?s 

m?ÄþêE ?w??? mk?ks¤Â ?RmÄþ ??s¤ ïú? MT ösQ ??? ?Rsî ???sT ??? w???? 

?mk?k? k?úW ?_ ???? ?˜T ý?t????? bþ??Z ¶B???bù w???? b?WgZÂ s?T? 

?k?T k???B ??? gù??ï ?Q˜??? ?????? ????? ??Ñ w?¢ ¿ùR? MT ?? öT 

ts?Ô î˜? b?R? m?C bë? b¢?gþ¼ù ?É?ZC ?? ?È? Wú¹ ????sP ?hgR s?H??C 

b¹þkÆbþ??W „B?t?B ú? t??? ö??û??RgùÂ ???m Þ˜ ?s?óšC b??W ????ö?Rbù 

tÂ??ê? b?È? ??gþ?˜ ?É??C Þ? ?? bòQ?B ?g² ö??ò???gù ?s?wQcW? ê?? 

??êR??î ??k? z??s 
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Appendix VII.  The Source Code of the Experimentation 

Since the number of pages of the source code is greater than the maximum number 

acceptable by the Addis Ababa University, School of Graduate Studies, it is compiled 

separately. 
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